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Chapter 1

1. INTRODUCTION
Iran Is ethnically and linguistically diverse, with the majority of its population using languages
and dialects distinct from standard Persian. Sabzalipour (2010) says people who speak in a
language or a dialect other than the standard Persian should be called bilingual. On the other hand,
under the influence of the standard Persian, which is the language of the media and education, the
majority of these languages are perceived as the lower-ranked varieties in prestige, and they are
more at risk of losing their distinctive linguistic characteristics and hence they are more in the
danger of being leveled by the dominant so-called prestigious standard Persian. Moreover, the
documentation and the scientific recording of these varieties have been ignored more or less for
the same reasons. So, the strongest motivation for me to do this research was to add a small piece
in the documentation of one of these less studied languages. My data expanded through doing this
research, but because of the space limitation, all the collected and recorded data are not included
here.
Iranian languages, which constitute one of the main sub-branches of Indo-Iranian, are continually
spoken in a wide area across Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Iraq, Syria, Turkey and
Tajikistan with an estimated 150 to 200 million native speakers (Windfuhr 2009). Iranian
languages are divided into two main sub-branches: Eastern and Western (Haig 2008). The Western
branch has two sub-branches: Northwestern and Southwestern. The prominent language in the
Southwestern language family is Persian, and the prominent language in the Northwestern
language family is Kurdish. Kurdish as Haig and Opengin (2015: 1) explain is a cover term for a
cluster of northwest Iranian languages and dialects spoken by between 20 and 30 million speakers
in a contiguous area of West Iran, North Iraq, eastern Turkey and eastern Syria. Mackenzie (1961),
Windfuhr (2009), and Haig and Opengin (2015) classify Kurdish language into three main
branches: Northern (also known as Kurmanji), Central (also known as Sorani), and Southern.
Based on Haig and Matras (2002) in terms of numbers of speakers and degree of standardization,
the two most important Kurdish dialects are Sorani (Central Kurdish) and Kurmanji (Northern
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Kurdish).
1.1 LAKI
Laki belongs to the Southern branch of Kurdish languages. There has been a long-term debate
over the linguistic affiliation of this language. Some scholars have classified it as one of the
Southwestern languages, and others have classified it as a Northwestern language, as either the
sister of Kurdish or as one variety of Kurdish.
Anonby (2005) points out two types of identity: ethnical and linguistic identity. He clarifies that
the distribution of the main portion of Laki speakers in the boundaries between the Kurdish
cultural complex and the northwest edge of the Lori complex, makes it challenging to discuss
the language and culture of Lak tribes. He argues that a distinction between Pish-e Kuh Laki
and Posht-e Kuh Laki is valuable in understanding these two types of identity. The Pish-e Kuh
population is found in the Lorestan province of Iran and some small adjacent areas in neighboring
provinces; Posht-e Kuh, on the other hand, comprises the rest of the Lak population and is found
in the Ilam and Kermanshahan provinces of Iran, and in an area in Iraq across the border from
Ilam. Those belonging to Pish-e Kuh identify strongly with the Lurs, and those known as Posht-e
Kuh show strong cultural ties to both Lurs and Kurds.
Anonby (2005) concludes that although Lak people are ethnically associated with the Luri
population of Lorestan, their distinctive Laki vernacular is actually a Northwestern Iranian
language with a close genetic relation to Kurdish. His argument is mainly based on these three
linguistic items:
1. Phonological characteristics
2. Oranskij algorithms (1979)1
3. Cognates
The map that follows displays the distribution of Lak population based on Anonby (2005).

1

Oranskij explains that the relationships between branches of the Iranian languages are complex. As a method of
classification, he has established a number of algorithms for distinguishing the Northwestern and Southwestern
families.

2

FIGURE 1. Major Laki speaking area (Anonby 2005)

This map displays the distribution of Pish-e Kuh Laki in particular. The distribution of Posht-e
Kuh Laki speakers is not illustrated in the map. They are mainly distributed in Kermanshah and
Ilam provinces.
Asatriyan (2009) considering Mackenzie1 (1961), Oranskij’s algorithms (1979), and Idem’s (1981)
idea, concludes that the characterization of Laki as a Kurdish dialect raises serious objections;
having indeed a number of typical Kurdish features, it possesses at the same time not less
pronounced characteristics of Luri dialects.
Shahsavari (2010) applying the phonological framework suggested by Mackenzie (1961),
concludes that Laki should not be considered a Kurdish dialect.
Windfuhr (2009), and Dabir-moghaddam (2013) classify Laki as one of the Kurdish dialects. In

1

Mackenzie formulated four distinguished markers in historical phonology, which are just shared by Kurdish
dialects. For more details see Mackenzie (1961), “The origins of kurdish”.
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this study, I, following Windfuhr (2009) and Dabir-moghaddam (2013), consider Laki as a
Northwestern language, a variety of Southern Kurdish.
With regard to the identity of Lak people, Minorsky in the encyclopedia of Islam (1986)
identifies the Lak, as the most southern group of Kurd tribes in Persia, living in Luristan as
early as the reign of Shah Abbas, who ruled at the end of the 16th century and into the
17th century.
1.2 DATA AND METHODOLOGY
I was born in a bilingual family, in which two languages were spoken simultaneously; Laki and
Persian. Laki is the native language of my parents, but not mine. The variety on which this
research has been done is the variety which is spoken in Kuhdasht, one of the cities of Lorestan
province. To do this research, although I could trust my Laki intuition, I collected the data
mostly from the native consultants, including my parents. My Laki intuition was helpful as well
in some parts.
1.3 OVERVIW OF THE THESIS
In this thesis, I investigate tense marking and its contribution to stem alternation, subject
agreement and morphotactics of this language. Moreover, the inflectional markers in Laki
verbal paradigms are discussed in detail. Based on the realization of {subj} and {perf}
properties and the distribution of agreement markers in particular, and their syntagmatic
combination that is sensitive to tense property, I argue for two distinct morphotactic
patternings. Thus, depending on whether inflectional markers attach to a preterite or a nonpreterite verb, I define two separate sets of affix position in Laki. On the other hand, the
polyfunctional agreement markers in Laki constitute some portion of its inflectional
morphology. Following Stump (to appear) I examine these polyfunctional markers through the
consideration of the morphotactics of this language. In this regard, I consider two distinct types
of content for these concord markers: intrinsic content, and positional content. Their positional
content is what the morphotactics of the language determines. I think the distribution of these
concord markers should be regarded as a point where the story of the inflectional morphology of
Laki turns to be more challenging in comparison with other varieties of southern Kurdish.
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Chapter 2

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Among all the works that I found, I chose a few of them because of two reasons; first, I prefer to
be quite concise in terms of the topics that I am including in my literature review, which requires
me to consider the works that are more relevant to the topic that I am going to discuss here. Second,
I like not to go very far in terms of the time of the literature review; because most of the old works
on Laki are mainly focused on the cultural aspect of this language. The works that I am going to
discuss here are basically focused on the alignment pattern of this language, and they all agree that
Laki follows a split-ergative pattern in its agreement system.
Kazemi (2007), tries to describe Laki from a typological point of view, with the application of the
framework suggested by Mahootian (2005). What he mainly discusses about Laki in this study is
the unmarked word order, the position of heads in different phrases, and the agreement pattern.
Regarding the agreement pattern, he says that the past transitive verb agrees with the object, not
the subject. Moreover, he explains that the subject of the intransitive verb and the object of the
transitive verb have the same form in both present and past clauses. He cites the following
sentences:
1. mena ma-č-em
I.SUB
HAB-go.PRS-SUB.1SG
‘I go.’
2. me č-em

Hasan mena m-ewn-i
Hasan I.OBJ HAB-see.PRS-SUB.3SG
‘Hasan sees me.’
Hasan me

di-ti

I.SUB go.PST-SUB.1SG

Hasan I.OBJ see.PST-SUB.3SG

‘I went.’

‘Hasan saw me.’

Then he concludes that Laki displays the ergative alignment pattern. He also discusses the word
order. In this regard, he points out that in Laki the direct object precedes the verb, and the indirect
object follows it. He covers other linguistics items such as the Ezafe construction and copular
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clauses. What is relevant to my study is the alignment pattern. I question whether there is a direct
object agreement pattern in Laki. The object markers show up on the verb just in the case of the
absence of the overt object NPs. If the direct object is overt, the object marker does not show up.
This idea is illustrated in sentence 3a and 3b. Moreover, other data with the non-overt indirect object
shows the same pattern, which is illustrated in sentence 4a and 4b. So based on this, I argue that the
direct object markers are not the agreement markers, but rather pronominal affixes.
3a. d-imn=et.
See.PST-OBJ.1PL=SUB.2SG
‘You saw us.’
3b. ima=t
di.
we=SUB.2SG see.PST
‘You saw us.’
4a. a ben=ɑn
vet-imen.
to=SUB.3PL say.PST-OBJ.1PL
‘They told us.’
4b. a ben ima=n
to
we=SUB.3PL
‘They told us.’

vet.
say.PST

Mohammad Ebrahimi and Moradkhani (2008) present a comprehensive description of Laki vebal
suffixes. They argue that different inflectional affixes attach to the verbal stem. In this study, they
discuss the following suffixes:
1. Person and number 2. Tense (present and past) 3. Infinitive 4. Auxiliary 5. Passive 6. Causative
7. Phrasal verb construction
In this study, they do not differentiate the person and number markers in past transitive verbs, past
intransitive verbs, and present verbs. These classes of person and number markers should be
considered as distinct classes; because not only their form is different, but also their distribution is
different.
Taghipour (2014) mainly argues for the linguistic affiliation of Laki. She argues that this language,
in spite of a long term debate about its language family, should be classified as one of the
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northwestern Iranian languages, and more particularly as one of the Southern Kurdish dialects. Her
research is a comparative study of Laki and three Kurdish dialects, Kalhuri, Sorani, and
Hawrami, on one side, and Laki and the Luri dialect of Khoramabad on the other side. This
comparison is focused on three syntactic characteristics that are analyzed within the
theoretical framework of minimalism. These characteristics are the agreement system,
predicative Ezafe, and word order. By considering the agreement pattern, she argues that there
are three different patterns as follows: full ergative (when the verb agrees with the object in past
transitive clause), nominative-accusative (in present and past intransitive clauses), and a pattern
between these two (the double oblique construction in which the verb shows no agreement (Haig
1998)).
Considering the past transitive, present, and past intransitive constructions in Laki, she points
out that the word order of this dialect is in line with Kayne's universal base hypothesis (1994),
which means that the word order of this dialect should be regarded as SVO. The result of the
analysis of these three syntactic features reveals that Laki aligns more with the Kurdish dialects
than with Luri. In the present thesis I cast doubt on considering the pattern where she believes the
verb agrees with the direct object as an ergative alignment. As I mentioned earlier in the previous
review on Kazemi’s research as well, it seems that the object marker which attaches to the
transitive past verb should not be regarded as an agreement marker, but as a pronominal affix. So
this pattern does not display the object-verb alignment pattern.
Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) mainly discuss subject agreement markers. These are the markers that
I think should be considered as clitics, but they consider them as personal pronoun affixes. Their
evidence is the distribution of subject agreement markers. Tafakkori and Omidi argue that subject
agreement markers must attach to the verb, but since these markers can attach to different
constituents in the sentence, they should not be considered as subject agreement suffixes. It seems
that they have ignored the nature of these markers as clitics which make them able to attach to
different constituents of the clause, while marking subject agreement. In this study they also
discuss that there are three classes of suffixes. The distribution of these suffixes is based on the
stem of the verb (present or past) and its transitivity.
Considering these markers to be clitics is the central idea with which I am concerned in this thesis.
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They present three different patterns in the agreement system of verbs, which suggests the
existence of three different patterns of subject agreement in Laki. Tafakkori and Omidi briefly
mention that stems (present and past) play a crucial role in the selection of the mentioned set of
pronouns. It is important to remark that the selection of these markers for the expression of subject
or object is based on the stem, but they don’t provide evidence to prove that stem distinctions
(based on the tense feature) as a factor of the selection of one of these markers remains canonical
or non-canonical throughout Laki verbal paradigm. In this thesis, I am going to discuss tense
marking and its contribution to the agreement pattern of this language that is not fully addressed
in Tafakkori and Omidi’s research. Besides, I will discuss stem alternation as a morphological
operation for tense marking in Laki.
Moradi (2015) discusses the agreement markers in verbal paradigm in Laki, and how different
classes of verbs show agreement using four distinguished morphomic property classes1. She
explains that agreement markers in Laki constitute a complex mixture of affixes and clitics, with
instances of form-content (morphomic) mismatches. Moradi, following Dabir-moghaddam (2013)
and Haig (2008), argues this language has the vestiges of grammaticalized split ergative agreement
to encode (S)ubject, (A)gent, and (P)atient, in a manner that is sensitive to tense and transitivity.
She adds that this language uses the split-ergative for its past transitive verbs, and declares that
this agreement pattern is the morphological type of ergativity (Comrie 1978 and Haig 2008). She
explains that clitics and suffixes both mark person and number agreement in Laki verbal
paradigms. Clitics mark subject in past transitive verbs, except for the subject that has the property
of {3 sg}, and suffixes on the other hand, mark subject agreement in transitive/intransitive present,
past intransitive, and objects in the past transitive constructions. She, following Tafakkori and
1

This term was originally introduced by Aronoff (1994) in morphology. What he basically discussed in 1994 was
that, there are some cells in the paradigms of languages that share the same inflectional forms with distinct contents,
such that they do not form a natural class. In other words, he believes that in these instances, the inflectional
morphology of the language provides wrong data for the semantic interpretation and the distribution of words in
syntax. This should be considered as a mismatch between form and function. Later, other people such as Maiden et
al. (2011) defined it more precisely. they think of morphomes as patterns in paradigms that don’t make any sense
syntactically or semantically, but which morphology reinforces. One instance of that is the so-called L pattern in a lot
of Romance languages. There is a particular stem that is used throughout the singular and in the third person plural,
and then for the first and second person plural there is a different stem. From the point of view of the content, there is
no reason that why they should be that way. Yet, it seems to be a regular pattern that happens in all Romance languages.
So morphome is an abstract pattern in the paradigm. In other works like Stump (2016), morphomes have been
addressed as elements that guide morphology, but not anything else in the grammar of languages. This phenomenon
is an important piece of evidence for the autonomy of morphology from other components of the grammar.
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Omidi (2014)1, presents the three groups of markers below to show how three groups of verbs use
three distinct sets of markers for their subject agreement marking.
TABLE 1. Suffixes for the present tense according to Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) and Moradi (2015)2

1sg

2sg

3sg

em/m

in/n

i/e

1pl

2pl

im/men

3pl

inon/non

en/n

TABLE 2. Suffixes for the intransitive past tense according to Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) and Moradi (2015)

1sg
em/m

2sg
in/n

3sg
-

1pl
im/men

2pl
inon/non

3pl
en/n

TABLE 3. Enclitics for the transitive past tense according to Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) and Moradi (2015)

1sg
im/m

2sg
it/t

3sg
te/e

1pl

2pl

imon/mon

iton/ton

3pl
won/on

Tables 4-6, which are borrowed from Moradi’s thesis (2015: 8-9) display how these agreement
markers work in Laki verbal paradigm respectively.
Table 4. Verbal Paradigm of imperfective (simple) present of the verb froshion ‘to sell’

1

There is a difference in their classification and that is, in Tafakkori and Omidi’s analysis, the stem form is
indicated in their classification, while in Moradi’s classification, this distinction is not mentioned.
2

The phonological environment that is determined by the stem to which these markers attach accounts for the
alternation between these forms in the table.
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Table 5. Verbal paradigm of simple past of the verb haten ‘to come’

Table 6. Verbal paradigm of simple past of the verb sazin ‘to build’

Furthermore, based on the criteria suggested by Pullum and Zwicky (1983) regarding the behavior
of clitics in comparison with affixes, Moradi concludes that although it is expected for the subject
marker of the {3 sg} in transitive past verbs to be a clitic, it should be regarded as a suffix which
behaves exactly the same as the subject markers of present and intransitive past constructions.
Thus, she concludes that among different person and number agreement markers, the most
restricted class includes the {3 sg} whose paradigm shows a verb-final suffix of subject agreement
regardless of tense and transitivity. Following Hopper and Traugott’s (2003) pattern for the cline
of grammaticality, she argues that the case of subject agreement of {3 sg} should be considered as
evidence for the process of absolute de-ergativization. Based on this research, Moradi classifies
Laki verbs into three different groups:
1. Transitive past
2. Present
3. Intransitive past
With the extraction of {3 sg}, verbal markers in Laki verbal inflection are introduced as four
morphomic property sets.
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TABLE 7. Subject markers in Laki verbal paradigms according to Moradi (2015)

She presents the following table to account for the morphomic nature of these subject markers.
TABLE 8. Constraints on Morphomic Property Classes according to Moradi (2015)

After reading her thesis, what I was really suspecting was whether these properties should be
regarded as morphomic at all when they are used just for marking subject agreement as it is
illustrated in Table 8. I’m saying this because if you look at all these property classes, you notice
that they are all marking subject agreement (presented in the third column). Based on what is
presented in table 8, they look more like an instance of morphosyntactically conditioned
allomorphy. It seems that subject agreement marking in Laki is sensitive to the values of tense and
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valence categories.
My research deviates from Moradi (2015) around the function of the markers. The markers in
group C, can mark the possessor agreement and person and number properties of (in)direct object
for present verbs. The markers presented in groups A and B, mark possessor agreement and person
and number properties of the (in)direct object in past transitive clauses. Then it seems that these
markers exhibit multiple functions depending on the syntactic context. Now, by introducing other
functions of these markers, I think they should be considered more as polyfunctional markers,
rather than morphomic elements; because they display overlap in the morphosyntactic properties
they realize, and this overlapping property makes them fit in a natural class. The overlapping
property is {∝PER 𝛽NUM} properties for agreement category. It means that these markers are
marking person and number properties of either subject, object, or possessor. As I defined the term
‘morphome’ in the footnote earlier, based on what I learnt from Aronoff (1994) in the case of
morphomic properties, the properties at play should not form any natural class. But the markers
presented in Laki verbal paradigms display overlaps in their morphosyntactic content
specification, as it was explained in brief.
In my thesis, I investigate not only agreement marking of these markers in three different functions:
possessor, subject and object, but also how they behave if they are used in the same clause. My
data suggests that their co-occurrence in the same clause triggers extra polyfunctionality in
comparison with when they take part in the conjugation of a word form in paradigms. For instance,
the possessor agreement marking in the paradigm by default is marked by the markers in group C.
But when they co-occur with the same set of markers for the subject agreement of the past
transitive verb in the same clause, the possessor marker changes into markers presented in group
A. I will discuss them all in detail later in this study.
Another idea that I will discuss in my research is the properties that subject agreement markers are
sensitive to. In this regard, I am going to answer the following questions:
Are transitivity and tense conclusive properties to which Laki subject markers are sensitive? If so,
how can we account for the conjugation of present perfect verbs in which the verb behaves the
same as the past verbs in its subject agreement marking? Since the present perfect verb belongs to
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the present paradigm, we expect to see suffixes that mark subject agreement in present verbs attach
to present perfect verbs to mark their subject agreement, but it doesn't happen. Instead the markers
(suffixes or clitics) which are used in the conjugation of the past verb, are used in the conjugation
of the present perfect verbs. Then I will explain what the morphosyntactic features are that
determine how verbs inflect for subject agreement in Laki.
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Chapter 3

3 PARADIGM FUNCTION MORPHOLOGY1
In this chapter, I discuss different approaches to inflectional morphology along with the difference
they exhibit in their theoretical grounding in brief. Then, I will explain Paradigm Function
Morphology (PFM) as a framework that will be applied throughout this study to account for Laki
inflectional paradigms.
3.1 THEORIES OF INFLECTIONAL MORPHOLOGY
Considering the description of morphological forms expressing content and how content is
regarded in inflectional theories of morphology, there are two axes along which theories of
inflectional morphology stand (Stump (2001: 1-3), Stewart and Stump (2007: 1-3) and Stump (to
appear: 1-2)). These four approaches cross-cut each other, and their cross-cuts make four possible
theories of inflectional morphology in terms of the association of a word form w with a
morphosyntactic property set 𝜎.
Lexical/ inferential
Realizational/ incremental
In lexical theories of inflection, all morphological forms, including stems and affixes, are listed in
the lexicon, and for each one of them the association of their form and content is specified. For
instance, the affix –s has a lexical entry in the lexicon that associates it with the morphosyntactic
properties {3 sg sub}, {prs}, and {ind}. These approaches are syntactocentric, because the
structure of inflected word forms is defined by independently motivated principles of syntactic
structure (Stump: to appear: 1). In inferential approaches of inflection, by contrast, the association
of w with 𝜎 is expressed via the application of rules of exponence. In this approach, stems are all
listed in the lexicon, but affixes are not listed in the lexicon, and because of this reason, the rules
of exponence are applied to add the affixes.

1

Some portion of this section is developed based on my notes in the advanced morphology class that was taught by
Greg Stump at University of Kentucky.
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The Lexical/inferential distinction cross-cuts the realizational/incremental axis. This axis deals
mainly with how 𝜎 is regarded in different theories of inflection. In incremental approaches, for
example, the w dog-s has the property of {pl} because it has the plural –s morpheme. In other
words, a word form acquires its morphosyntactic properties as an effect of acquiring the
morphology that expresses that content. As Stump (2001: 2) explains, incremental theories entail
that inflectional morphology is information-increasing; that is words acquire morphosyntactic
properties only as a concomitant of acquiring the inflectional exponents of those properties. In this
approach of morphology, the core assumption is, when you start a stem, you have a pretty limited
meaning, and it is only in increments and by the addition of morphological markings that you get
more meanings being added. In realizational theories, by contrast, the abstract content specification
of w licenses the attachment of inflectional exponents. For example, in the word form dog-s, the
suffix –s can attach to dog because dog belongs to a paradigm one of whose cells pairs the stem
dog with the morphosyntactic property set 𝜎{pl}, and it is this pairing prior to any affixation,
which licenses either the lexical insertion (if the theory is lexical), or the application of rules (if
the theory is inferential). Based on this conceptual combination, it suggests that morphology is
kind of interpretive.
As I said earlier, the main four approaches of inflectional morphology cross-cut each other, and
their cross-cuts make four possible theories in terms of the association of a word form w with a
morphosyntactic property set 𝜎:
lexical-realizational theory
lexical-incremental theory
inferential-incremental theory
inferential-realizational theory
3.2 PARADIGM FUNCTION MORPHOLOGY
Inferential-realizational theories of morphology, e.g. Amorphous Morphology (Anderson 1992),
Paradigm Function Morphology (Stump 2001, 2016), Network Morphology (Brown & Hippisley
2012), are in general paradigm-based. One of the core concepts of paradigm-based approaches to
morphology that distinguishes them from other approaches of morphology is how lexemes are
regarded as the main component parts of morphological analysis. The notion of ‘lexeme’ puts this
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approach in contrast with the incremental morpheme-based approaches that regard ‘morpheme’ as
the main component of morphology. In paradigm-based approaches to morphology, the analysis
is based on the assumption that each lexeme has an inflectional paradigm, and that each paradigm
consists of cells containing distinct phonological forms (word forms) that a lexeme can have
depending on different syntactic contexts.
Paradigm Function Morphology (PFM), developed by Stump (2001) as an inferential-realizational
approach of inflectional morphology, will be employed throughout this study to account for Laki
inflectional paradigms. The analysis is mainly based on the most recent version of the theory,
paradigm-linkage theory (2016) that was first proposed by Stump (2002) and is fully developed
by Stump (2016). As an offspring of PFM, paradigm-linkage theory shares most of its key concepts
with PFM except in the general definition of the paradigm. What makes this theory different from
PFM (2001) in particular is the existence of three interlocking paradigms for each lexeme in
paradigm-linkage theory, that I will discuss each one of them in more detail later:
A lexeme L’s content paradigm
A stem X’s form paradigm
A lexeme L’s realized paradigm
In an ideal canonical case, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the cells of the content
paradigm of a lexeme and the cells in its form and realized paradigms, with each morphosyntactic
property set corresponding to a distinct word form. This is what is known as isomorphism (Stewart
and Stump: 2007). Contrary to this canonical ideal, languages of the world tend to deviate from
this isomorphic relation when their cells associate forms with content, and that is when various
phenomena such as polyfunctionality, syncretism, suppletion, heteroclisis, and morphome-based
inflection emerge. I will discuss most of these concepts with reference to evidence from Laki
inflectional paradigms.
3.2.1 MORPHOSYNTACTIC PROPERTIES
A morphosyntactic property is the pairing of an inflectional category with one of its values. Gazdar
et al. (1985: 25) classify inflectional categories into two kinds: 1. Atom-valued 2. Set-valued.
Atom-valued categories have simple values; examples as the categories of case, number, gender,
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person, tense, aspect, mood, voice and polarity for which there is one simple value. In contrast, the
values for set-valued categories are themselves sets of morphosyntactic properties. For instance,
AGR as a set-valued inflectional category may have values such as {PERSON: 3, NUMBER: pl,
GENDER: fem}. A constraint that governs the well-formedness of morphosyntactic property sets
of languages is the property co-occurrence restrictions which bans the occurrence of incompatible
properties based on restrictions of different languages. For instance, in Laki the co-occurrence of
progressive and negative properties is banned by a language-specific constraint.
3.2.2 THREE INTERLOCKING PARADIGMS
As I said earlier, in the latest version of Paradigm Function Morphology, the paradigm linkage
model (Stump 2016: 2, 104), a language’s inflectional morphology is based on three types of
paradigms. A lexeme’s L’s content paradigm identifies the range Σ of morphosyntactic property
sets with which L is associated in syntax and which determines L’s semantic interpretation in a
particular syntactic context. So each cell in L's content paradigm is therefore the pairing of L with
a member of Σ. Each lexeme L possesses a set SL of one or more stems, and the form paradigm
associated with SL specifies the range M of property sets that may be realized morphologically
through the inflection of stem(s) in SL. The form paradigm associated with SL therefore consists of
cells each of which pairs a member of SL with a member of M. The choice of stem form in a given
cell may be conditioned either grammatically or phonologically. In this study, phonologically
conditioned stem choice is not relevant. So I put them aside and discuss grammatically conditioned
stem choice. A language’s grammatically conditioned stems are defined by means of a function
Stem such that for any cell <L, 𝜎> in L’s content paradigm, Stem applies to <L, 𝜎> to yield the
stem form Y, appropriate for the realization of <L, σ>.
The third kind of paradigm is the realized paradigm. A lexeme’s L’s realized paradigm associates
each of L’s fully inflected word forms with the content that it expresses: <w, σ > in which w is the
word form that realizes a cell <X, σ> in the form paradigm of SL.
3.2.3 THE RELATION BETWEEN CONTENT PARADIGMS, FORM PARAIGMS, AND
REALIZED PARADIGMS
The paradigm linkage model (Stump 2016) presents an analysis that relates <L, σ >, <X, σ>, and
< w, σ >. To achieve this goal, the notion of PF (paradigm function) is introduced. He argues for
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any content cell <L, σ > and any form cell <X, σ>, PF(<L, σ >) is the realized cell that realizes
<L, σ > and PF(<X, σ >) is the realized cell that that realizes <X, σ >. In addition, Stump uses
Corr to represent a function such that for any content cell <L, σ >, Corr(<L, σ >) is the form
correspondent of <L, σ >: the form cell whose realization is also that of <L, σ>. Corr is the formcorrespondence function that associates a content cell with its form correspondent. The other
function that Stump introduces in this theory is the property mapping, a function such that for any
content cell <L, σ > having <X, 𝜏> as its form correspondent, pm(σ)=𝜏. In canonical cases, pm
allows a content cell's morphosyntactic property set σ to remain that of its form correspondent. In
other words, in the canonical case, content cells and form correspondents have the same
morphosyntactic property set: pm(σ)=σ.
In canonical case, moreover, a lexeme L has a single stem X such that for any cell <L, σ> in L's
content paradigm, Stem(<L, σ>) = X and hence,
Corr(<L, σ >) = <X, σ >.
Once the form paradigm is fully generated, the realization rules apply as rules that spell out the
morphology of the word occupying a cell in a lexeme’s paradigm. As the result of the application
of the realization rules, the realized paradigm emerges, with all the inflected forms in it. Stump
(2001: 44) following Anderson (1992: 129) believes that these rules are organized into rule blocks.
As he points out the organization of rules into blocks is most clearly revealed by rules introducing
affixal exponents: each slot in a word’s sequence of inflectional affixes corresponds to a distinct
block of realization rules. Rules in each block are in competition with each other, and based on
Panini’s Principle the rule which is the narrowest rule wins to apply.
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Chapter 4
4. SUBJECT AGREEMENT AND STEM ALTERNATION IN LAKI

4.1 INFLECTIONAL CATEGORIES AND THEIR VALUES
Laki has various synthetic forms to inflect for different properties. The inflectional categories of
person, number, tense, mood, aspect, voice, polarity, GR1 and AGR2, are all realized by affixation.
However, in tense realization, suppletion of stem forms takes place alongside the affixation. The
only property that is realized by a periphrastic form is {prog}. To have the progressive form of a
verb, Laki uses the auxiliary verb daʃten ‘to have’. I will discuss them all in detail in next chapter.
Table 1. Morphosyntactic properties in Laki
INFLECTIONAL CATEGORIES
NUMBER
Atom-valued
PERSON
TENSE
MOOD
ASPECT
VOICE
POLARITY
GR
AGR
Set-valued

VALUE

{singularg}, {plural}
1, 2, 3
{preterite}, {non-preterite}3
{indicative}, {subjunctive}, {imperative}
{perfect}, {imperfect}, {habitual}
{passive}, {active}
{negative}, {positive}
{subject}, {object}, {possessor}
{PER NUM}

4.2 SUBJECT AGREEMENT
In Laki, as I mentioned earlier in chapter 2, a subject’s properties of person and number are marked
differently on the verb. The following paradigm displays the present and past habitual conjugation
of the verb warden ‘to eat’ in Laki.

1

Grammatical category
Agreement
3
I will explain later that I consider all the past and perfect verbs as preterite, and all present and future verbs as nonpreterite.
2
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Table 2. Present and past habitual conjugation of warden ‘to eat’

sg

pl

1

Present habitual
marem ‘I eat’

Simple Past
mawɑrdem ‘I ate’

2

marin ‘You eat’

mawɑrdet

‘You ate’

3

mari ‘He/She eats’

mawɑrdi

‘He/She ate’

1

marimen ‘We eat’

mawɑrdmɑn ‘We ate’

2

marinɑn ‘You eat’

mawɑrdtɑn

‘You ate’

3

maren ‘They eat’

mawɑrdɑn

‘They ate’

As I explained earlier in chapter 2, there are three different groups of markers for subject
agreement1, presented below for present, intransitive past and transitive past verbs:
Group 1. Suffixes for subject agreement of present verbs
1sg

2sg

3sg

em2

in

i

1pl

2pl

3pl

imen

inɑn

en

an/non
Group 2. Suffixes for the intransitive past verbs
1sg
em

2sg
in

3sg
-

1pl
im

2pl
inɑn

3pl
en

Group 3. Enclitics for the transitive past verbs
1sg
em

2sg

3sg

et

i

1pl
mɑn

1

2pl
tɑn

3pl
ɑn

You may notice some slight changes in the markers introduced in Tafakkori and Omidi and Moradi’s research and
the ones presented in my paradigms. The mid back vowels of these markers are the short back vowels in my data.
Furthermore, I ignored to show probable variations in these markers; because no evidence in my data set necessitates
this.
2

Initial vowels get deleted in the case of hiatus.
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Earlier in chapter 2, I explained a bit about the distribution of these markers. For the ease of
reference, and to help you follow the discussion clearly, I will go more into the detail of the
previous proposed classification discussed in Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) and Moradi’s (2015)
research. Some parts of the discussion constitute ideas that I have already discussed in chapter 2.
Moradi explains the distribution of the mentioned markers as follows:
Suffixes listed in group 1, mark subject agreement in present verbs. In the paradigm that follows,
they are marking subject agreement in the conjugation of warden ‘to eat’ in the present paradigm.
In this paradigm, present habitual and present progressive conjugations are extracted.
Table 3. Habitual and progressive present conjugation of warden ‘to eat’

Present
1
SG 2
3
1
PL 2
3

Habitual
marem
marin
mari
marimen

Progressive
derem marem
derin marin
deri mari
derim marimen

marinɑn
maren

derin marinɑn
deren maren

Suffixes listed in group 2, mark subject agreement in past intransitive verbs. In the paradigm that
follows, they are marking subject agreement in the conjugation of haten ‘to come’. In this
paradigm the simple past conjugation is extracted.
Table 4. Simple Past Conjugation of haten ‘to come’

1
SG 2
3
1
PL 2
3

Simple Past
hatem
hatin
hat
hatimen
hatinɑn
haten
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Suffixes listed in group 3, mark subject agreement in past transitive verbs. The simple conjugation
of wɑrden ‘to eat’ is illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5. The conjugation of simple past of warden ‘to eat’

SG

PL

Simple Past
wɑrdem
wɑrdet
wɑrdi
wɑrdmɑn
wɑrdtɑn
wɑrdɑn

1
2
3
1
2
3

‘I ate’
‘You ate’
‘He/She ate’
‘We ate’
‘You ate’
‘They ate’

The problematic case in Moradi’s classification is how verbs are conjugated in the present and
future perfect paradigms in contrast with the conjugation of other verbs in present and future
paradigms. All present and future verbs choose markers in group 1, while verbs in the present
perfect and future perfect, choose markers presented in group 2 in the case of being intransitive,
and markers presented in group 3 in the case of being transitive. This alternation in subject
agreement marking is illustrated in table 6.
Table 6. Present habitual, present subjunctive, and present/future perfect conjugation of warden
‘to eat’

sg

pl

Present Perfect1

Simple

Present

Present

Subjunctive

1

mar-em

bar-em

wɑrd=em-a

2

mar-in

bar-in

wɑrd=et-a

3

mar-i

bar-i

wɑrd-iy-asi

1

mar-imen

bar-imen

wɑrd=mɑna

2

mar-inɑn

bar-inɑn

wɑrd=etɑn-a

3

mar-en

ba-ren

wɑrd=ɑn-a

I propose three possible solutions to explain for this mismatch in Laki verbal paradigms. The first
solution is borrowed from what Tafakkori and Omidi (2014) proposed. They classify verbal
inflection in Laki based on the form of the stem. What Tafakkori and Omidi argue is, the
1

Future and present perfect verbs have the same form.
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inflectional distinction in subject agreement in Laki verbal paradigms originates from the form of
the stems that the verb has. As it is evident in Table 6, subject agreement of present perfect verbs
differs from that of other verbs in the same present paradigm. In present perfect verbs, subject
agreement is marked by the enclitics illustrated in Table 3. In contrast other verbs in Table 6 inflect
for subject agreement by suffixes in group 1. This analysis justifies why verbs in future perfect
paradigm (in the case of being transitive) inflect for person and number properties of subject by
enclitics in Table 3. The reason is, their stem forms have the past forms, although the content is
future perfect. In sentences that follow, you will see how simple past, present perfect, and future
perfect are inflecting for person and number1.
1. Doaka
Yesterday

det=a=m

di.

girl=DEF=1SG.SUB

see.PST

‘I saw the girl yesterday’.

2. doaʃo

nan=em

wɑrd-iya.

last night food-1SG.SUB

eat.PRS.PERF

‘I have eaten food last night.
3. mazɑn-em
Know.PRS-1SG.SUB

ke

su ʃowaki

that morning

ketew-el=am

xwan-iya.

book-PL-1SG.SUB

read-PRS.PERF

‘I know that I will have done reading my books tomorrow morning’.
This idea is compatible with what Haig (2008: 10) argues for. Haig explains that the nonaccusative alignment pattern in Iranian languages is sensitive to past stems of transitive verbs. As
it is evident based on the data presented so far (Tables 5 and 6 in particular), past and perfect verbs
share the same stem form, and all the present verbs (excluding present perfect) and future verbs
(excluding future perfect) have the same stem form throughout the paradigm. Tafakkori and Omidi
suggested a binary distinction between past and present stem, and they call them past and present

1

In all these examples, the subject agreement enclitic attaches to the direct object to give us the unmarked reading.
This pattern is what other varieties of Kurdish that have the same inventory for subject agreement markers display in
their morphology.
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stem. They explain that apart from the transitivity, subject agreement in Laki displays a unified
pattern with respect to the stem form. But this analysis poses a problem. The problem is, the past
stem is displayed throughout the present and future perfect paradigms, despite the semantics of
non-past in these paradigms. So it seems that there is a morphomic mismatch in form-content
association of stems in present and future paradigms that is not explained in their study. This idea
is what that is also addressed in other works on Iranian languages (Kalbasi: 2005, Haig: 2008,
Dabir-moghaddam: 2013). Haig (2008) explains that the correlation between the form of the stem
and its semantics does not match in some Iranian languages. If I accept what Tafakkori and Omidi
came up with, I should consider Laki as a language where the association of the form and the
content of the stem does not display a canonical pattern, which means there is a mismatch between
the form of the stem and its semantic interpretation, and then I should conclude that the alignment
pattern in this language is mainly based on an arbitrary classification of stems of transitive and
intransitive verbs.
Then to solve the problem of subject agreement in present and future perfect verbs, the second
solution would be to suggest the possibility that the subject agreement in Laki is sensitive to
perfectivity as a semantic property, which indicates the action is completed and perfectly done
regardless of its tense. This solution helps to account for the same pattern of subject agreement in
future and present perfect verbs, and some verbs in past paradigm, but not all verbs in past
paradigm. Because not all past verbs have the semantics of perfectivity. For instance, past habitual
and past progressive verbs have the semantics of past but not perfect. Yet they inflect for subject
agreement the same as the future and present perfect verbs do, as it is displayed in table 7.
Table 7. Past habitual and past progressive conjugation of warden ‘to eat’
Habitual
SG

PL

Progressive

1

mawɑrdem

dɑʃtem mawɑrdem

2

mawɑrdet

dɑʃtet mawɑrdet

3

mawɑrdi

dɑʃti mawɑrdi

1

mawɑrdmɑn

dɑʃtmɑn mawɑrdmɑn

2

mawɑrdtɑn

dɑʃtɑn mawɑrdtɑn

3

mawɑrdɑn

dɑʃtɑn mawɑrdɑn
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Now it is evident that perfectivity cannot account for the subject agreement in Laki verbal
paradigms. Then the third solution is to say that apart from transitivity, another property based on
which I can classify stems is based on preterite or non-preterite. This classification aligns very
well with the semantics of the present perfect and all the past verbs; because all of these verbs
indicate an action that has happened in a point in the past prior to the time of the utterance, as it
was illustrated in sentences (1) and (2) earlier. In both of these sentences an adverb indicating a
time prior to the time of the utterance is used. However, sentences like (3) repeated below as (4)
suggests that the distinctions in subject agreement marking based on the the semantics of preterite
or non-preterite is not explanatory enough; because in (4), subject agreement is marked by enclitics
listed in Table 3, which indicates that verb should have the preterite semantics the same as
sentences (1) and (2). But the the semantics of the verb does not indicate a preterite verb, because
it does not refer to an action prior to the time of the utterance, but it refers to an action which will
be done by tomorrow morning. For this reason, it may look appropriate if I claim that the future
perfect verbs display a morphomic representation of the form-content association in their stem
form. But I will question this analysis later by a semantic approach (borrowed form Han
Reichenbach) to perfect verbs in general (including present, past and future perfect). Non-perfect
future forms are fine; because they all are considered as non-preterite, and they all refer to events
that may take place in future, after the utterance.
1. mazɑn-em

ke

know.PRS-1SG.SUB

su ʃowaki

that morning

ketew-el=am
book-PL-1SG.SUB

xwani-ya.
read-PRS.PERF

‘I know that I will have done reading my books tomorrow morning’
One thing that is worth mentioning in this regard is, in Laki like many other languages (Iranian
(Persian, Balochi, etc.) and non-Iranian (English, Finnish, etc.)) future and present tense are
expressed by the same morphology. Below is an example from Finnish. In this language there is
no inflectional distinction between present and future.
2. Tänään on kylmää.
Today

is

cold.PART

‘It is cold today.’
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3. Huomenna on kylmää.
Tomorrow is

cold.PART

‘It will be cold tomorrow.’
One might ask which one (present and future) is not expressed morphologically, since the same
form is expressing two distinct contents. Because of two reasons that follow, present tense should
be regarded as one which is morphologically marked:
First, the lack of distinct future morphological tense is typologically widespread in the languages
of the world, and there is a vast literature on it (Lyons: 1968, Comrie (1976), Bybee et al. 1994,
Jahani, 2013). They bring some evidence by which they claim future should not be regarded as
tense, but rather as a mood. For example, Lyons (1968: 306), based on the fact that in English,
future tense is realized by means of auxiliary verbs ‘will’ and ‘shall’, and the same auxiliaries
appear in other places that don’t have a future time reference, but rather a modal meaning, he
argues that ‘futurity’ should be regarded as a matter of mood, not tense. He continues that even in
languages such as Latin and Greek, in which ‘future’ is realized inflectionally, there is some reason
to describe the future tense as partly modal.
Jahani (2013) following Comrie (1976) argues that future forms in Persian (a periphrastic
construction made by an auxiliary verb ‘to want’) and Balochi (a periphrastic construction made
by an auxiliary verb ‘to come’) meet the criteria of prospectivity (an aspect indicating a predictionbased or intention-based state), and because of this, they can be regarded as aspectual expressions.
Second, as it is obvious in sentence (4), future perfect is expressed and distinguished from its
present perfect counterpart in (2), not inflectionally, but rather by a temporal adverb that indicates
present tense in (2), and future in (4). The point here is, the semantics of present tense is
independent of the usage of the temporal adverb in the clause, in either case (its existence or its
deletion) the verb conveys the semantics of present. On the other hand, if the future temporal
adverb su ʃowaki ‘tomorrow morning’ gets deleted from the future clause in (4), it will not convey
the future meaning anymore.
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Based on these reasons, the present tense should be regarded as the marked tense in the
morphology of Laki. Future tense is basically derived from present. I even think that future tense
should not be considered as a morphological property in Laki at all.
Going back to the morphomic status of the future perfect verbs that I mentioned earlier. On thing
that I should clarify here is the preterite property in my analysis is considered as a value for the
tense category, and tense is marked by stem alternation. It means that preterite verbs have the
preterite stem forms, and non-preterite verbs have the non-preterite stem forms. If we consider
future tense as an actual morphosyntactic feature in Laki, which one may really suspect based on
the two discussed reasons, I argue against the consideration of the stem in the future perfect verb
as an instance of the morphomic mismatch, for those who think that future should be regarded as
a morphological property. The argument that I am going to present in defense of this idea is
borrowed from what the philosopher Hans Reichenbach proposed in 1947, and it is fully explained
in Michaelis’s paper (2006). Reichenbach proposed that each tense can be representedas the
sequence of three time points: speech time S, event time E, and reference time R. Reference time
is a time potentially distinct from speech time and event time about which a tensed sentence makes
a claim. In the so called absolute tenses, reference time is the same as event time; thus, the simple
present, simple past and simple future (all absolute tenses) might be represented as follows (where
‘→’ means ‘precedes’ and a comma means ‘is simultaneous with’):
Simple present: E,R,S
Simple past: E,R → S
Simple future: S → E,R
But in the so-called relative tenses (present perfect, past perfect, future perfect), event time
precedes reference time:
Present perfect: E → S,R
Past perfect: E → R → S
Future perfect: S → E → R
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The idea is that if you say “I had eaten by eleven o’clock”, three time points are relevant: E is
the eating time, S is the speech time, R is eleven o’clock, and E precedes R, which precedes S.
Likewise, if you say “I will have eaten by eleven o’clock”, S precedes E, which precedes R. In
the present perfect, S and R are simultaneous, but E still precedes R.
This seems relevant to my analysis, since the simple past forms a natural class with all three relative
tenses: these are exactly the tenses in which E precedes something (either R or S or both). So I
think “preterite” means “E → X” in Laki, and “nonpreterite” means “E ↛ X” (where X ∈ {S, R}).
If so, then the use of the preterite stem in the future perfect is not a form-content mismatch.
In terms of subject agreement, it seems that the distinction of tense marking as being either preterite
or non-preterite works much better than the previous proposed classifications (past vs. present and
perfect vs. non-perfect); because the problematic cases of present perfect, future perfect, present
habitual and past progressive in previous classifications, do not challenge this classification at all.
Furthermore, the content-form association of stem signifies a canonical presentation. It means that
if a verb has preterite or non-preterite property, its stem should be necessarily preterite or nonpreterite and the other way around.
So, it seems that although the preterite ~ non-preterite distinction in stem forms seems to be the
most optimal classification in terms of the the correspondence between form and content, it fails
to account for all existing forms. The problematic case in this classification is the infinitival forms.
All infinitives and preterite verbs in Laki are in common with their stem forms.
So far, it’s become evident that all the past verbs and perfect verbs should be considered as preterite
verbs, and this property is marked by stem alternation. Furthermore, I discussed that subject
agreement in Laki is sensitive to the preterite tense property.
On the other hand, if we put aside the property of transitivity, we will not be able to explain why
subject agreement is marked differently in the paradigm of past transitive and past intransitive
verbs as it is illustrated in Table 8.
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Table 8. Simple Past Conjugation of haten ‘to come’ and wɑrden ‘to eat’
haten ‘to come’

sg

pl

wɑrden ‘to eat’

hatem ‘I came’

wɑrdem ‘I ate’

1
2

hatin ‘You came’

wɑrdet

‘You ate’

3

hat ‘He/She came’

wɑrdi

‘He/She ate’

1

hatimen ‘We came’

wɑrdmɑn ‘We ate’

2

hatinɑn ‘You came’

wɑrdtɑn

‘You ate’

3

haten ‘They came’

wɑrdɑn

‘They ate’

So valence and tense of the verb are two morphosyntactic properties that work hand in hand in
determining how {PER} and {NUM} properties of subject are marked. As a conclusion, I classify
Laki subject agreement markers into three different.
Group 1: suffixes for subject agreement of non-preterite verbs
1sg

2sg

3sg

em/m

in/n

i

1pl

2pl

imen/men

inɑn

3pl
en/n

an/non
Group 2: suffixes for intransitive preterite verbs
1sg
em/m

2sg
in/n

3sg
-

1pl
imen/men

2pl
inɑn/nɑn

3pl
en/n

Group 3: enclitics for transitive preterite verbs
1sg

2sg

3sg

em/m

et/t

i

1pl

2pl

emɑn/mɑn etɑn/tɑn
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3pl
ɑn/n

4.3 A PARADIGM LINKAGE ACCOUNT FOR LAKI STEMS
Based on the data presented so far, it is evident that verbal paradigms in Laki present a
noncanonical pattern in distribution of the stems in the paradigm. That said, all of a lexeme’s
inflected forms are not based on the same stem. For instance, in the present paradigm all the cells
have the non-preterite stem forms except in the cells with {prs perf} property set. In cells having
the content {perf}, the application of stem(<L, {perf}>) will result in the preterite stem. In the
paradigm below, you see how the lexeme warden ‘to eat’ varies in its inflected forms in present
paradigm, in terms of its stem forms and its fully inflected forms in the realized paradigm.
TABLE 7. The relation between content paradigms, form paradigms, and realized paradigms,
exemplified by the present tense conjugation of warden ‘to eat’ for the 1st singular
Content paradigm

Form paradigm

Realized paradigm

<WARDEN, {prs hab ind act pos 1sg}> ⇒

<ar, { prs hab ind act pos 1sg}> →

<marem, {prs hab ind act pos 1sg}>

<WARDEN, {prs subj act pos 1sg}> ⇒

<ar, {prs subj act pos 1sg}> →

<barem, {prs subj act pos 1sg}>

<WARDEN1, {prs prog act pos 1sg}> ⇒

<ar, {prs prog act pos 1sg}> →

<marem, {prs prog act pos 1sg}>

<WARDEN, {prs perf act pos 1sg}> ⇒

<ward, {prs perf act pos 1sg}>→

<wardema, {prs perf act pos}>

Even with the classification of stems based on being preterite and non-preterite and its conclusive
explanation for present perfect, future perfect, habitual and progressive verbs in both past and
present paradigms which other proposed stem classifications failed to account for, as I mentioned
earlier, there is still room for considering morphomic stems. The reason for this claim is infinitives
in Laki that have the same stem forms as all the verbs in the past paradigm do. Yet, they don’t
have the semantics of preterite. Thus, we should think of the stem function that applies on the
content cells with different properties and gives the same form as the result of its application.
Below, you will see how different properties of a lexeme end up being realized by the same stem
form in present perfect, infinitive, and past habitual in contrast with present habitual, and present
subjunctive in the conjugation of warden ‘to eat’. The only cell where a lexeme has the non-

1

This verb has a periphrastic form, that is conjugated with the auxiliary verb daʃten. What matters here is the stem
form of the main verb which is in its non-preterite form.
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preterite content and form is in the present paradigm, with the extraction of present perfect
conjugation. Consequently, it seems a right claim to say that the preterite stem is the default stem
form whose realization is overridden in present (except present perfect) verbs. Then the stem
formation rule is what that follows in 1.
1. Stem formation rule
Where L has the property of [¬{non-pret}], stem(<L, 𝜎: [¬{non-pret}]) = preterite stem by
default.
TABLE 8. Present perfect, infinitive1, past habitual, present habitual, and present subjunctive of
warden ‘to eat’ for {1 sg}
Where {prs perf} ⊆ 𝜎
stem(<WARDEN, 𝜎 >) = preterite stem: ward
Where {infinitive} ⊆ 𝜎
stem(<WARDEN, 𝜎 >) = preterite stem: ward
Where {pst hab} ⊆ 𝜎
stem(<WARDEN, 𝜎 >) = preterite stem: ma-ward
Where {prs hab} ¬ ⊆ 𝜎
stem(<WARDEN, 𝜎 >) = non-preterite stem: ar
Where {prs subj} ¬ ⊆ 𝜎
stem(<WARDEN, 𝜎 >) = non-preterite stem: ar

1

As it is displayed in paradigms discussed earlier, infinitives are the forms by which lexemes are listed. They are
formed with the –en suffix attached to the stem.
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Chapter 5

5. LAKI VERBAL INFLECTION
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the inflectional affixes that appear on the verbal stem in
Laki. The main part of this chapter deals with the agreement markers that mark subject, possessor,
and object and the polyfunctionality they display in this respect.
5.1 REALIZATION OF MORPHOSYNTACTIC PROPERTIES
In the last chapter, in Table 1, I presented the inflectional categories and their values in Laki. In
this chapter, I discuss the realization of each of them, with the consideration of their syntagmatic
combination in the word form.
5.1.1 TENSE
There is a main distinction between the past and present tense in Laki. And this distinction is
marked by stem alternation. Stem alternation has various forms, such as total suppletion, partial
suppletion, and affixation. Mahmoud-Veysi (2012) and Ariyaee (2017) discuss them in the
Gawrajuyi variety of Gurani and in Kalhuri Kurdish as a variety of Southern Kurdish, respectively.
Tense inflection in Laki looks the same as what Ariyaee (2017) discusses in Kalhuri Kurdish. He
suggests there are four suffixes that mark past tense, and they distinguish present (non-suffixed)
stems from past (suffixed) stems:
-i
-d~-t
-a
-est
In the following table, I pick one of the mentioned suffixes, which is –t, as an instance of
suffixation. I also bring one instance of partial suppletion, and one for total suppletion. Going into
the details of stem alternation (affixation, total suppletion, and partial suppletion) as a
morphological marking of tense realization is beyond the scope of this discussion. What is
prominent here is, all of these concatenative and nonconcatenative morphological operations for
tense marking take place in stems. Some examples are illustrated below:
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Table 1. Tense Marking Operations in Laki
Total Suppletion

Partial Suppletion

m-ar=em
I eat

ma-fruʃ-em
I sell

wɑrd=em
I ate

frut=em
I sold

Affixation
ma-kaf-em
I fall down

kaft-em
I fell down.

5.1.2 MOOD
There are three distinct moods in Laki: indicative, subjunctive, and imperative.
5.1.2.1 INDICATIVE MOOD
Indicative mood is morphologically underdetermined in both past and present paradigms.
However, in some works on Iranian languages it is observed that some people consider ma- or
similar prefixes (such as mi- in Persian) as indicative mood marker, e.g. Dabir-moghaddam: 2013,
Moradi: 2015, Megerdoomian: 2000 among others. The prefix ma- is considered as the habitual
marker in this thesis. The reason for this claim is, if it was the indicative marker, we would expect
to see it in indicative cells constantly through the paradigm of a lexeme. But this expectation is not
fulfilled; because this marker appears only in habitual cells. So I strongly prefer to consider this
marker as the habitual marker, which I will discuss in more detail later in this chapter.
5.1.2.2 SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD
The expression of the subjunctive mood in the past tense is different from its present tense
expression. In present tense, it is marked by the prefix be- that is attached to the present stem form.
In past tense, it has three distinct forms: one is formed by the be- prefix attaching to the past stem
of the verb, and a simultaneous –a suffix that is attached to the verb stem. In other words, the past
subjunctive has an extended exponent, which has two distinct component parts (be- and -a).
The other past subjunctive form has a syncretized form with the past habitual form. The third form
is syncretized with past perfect (they all are shown in the paradigm below). Under the assumption
of the paradigm-linkage theory, the existence of the same form realizing distinct content cells ({pst
subj} {pst perf} {pst hab}) is an instance of syncretism in the paradigm of past tense. On the other
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hand, past subjunctive paradigm in which one content cell {pst subj} has more than one form
correspondent cell, is an instance of overabundance as one sort of deviation from a canonical
morphological marking. The first paradigm illustrates the difference between non-syncretized past
and present subjunctive forms (extended past subjunctive exponent and simple present subjunctive
exponent are illustrated), and the second paradigm shows syncretism and overabundance in past
subjunctive forms. Both paradigms are the conjugation of the verb warden ‘to eat’.
Table 2. Present and past subjunctive of warden ‘to eat’
Present Subjunctive

Past Subjunctive

1 sg

b-ar-em

be-wɑrd–ɑ=m

2 sg

b-ar-in

be-wɑrd–ɑ=t

3 sg

b-ar-i

be-wɑrd–ɑ=y

1 pl

b-ar-imen

be-wɑrd–ɑ=mɑn

2 pl

b-ar-inɑn

be-wɑrd–ɑ=tɑn

3 pl

b-ar-en

be-wɑrd–ɑ=n

Table 3. Past habitual/perfect /subjunctive of warden ‘to eat’
Past
indicative
Habitual

Subjunctive
Perfect

SUBJ1

SUBJ2

SUBJ3

1 sg

ma-wɑrd=em

wɑrd-u=m

be-wɑrd–ɑ=m

ma-wɑrd=em

wɑrd-u=m

2 sg

ma-wɑrd=et

wɑrd-u=t

be-wɑrd–ɑ=t

ma-wɑrd=et

wɑrd-u=t

3 sg

ma-wɑrd=i

wɑrd-u

be-wɑrd–ɑ=y

ma-wɑrd=i

wɑrd-u

1 pl

ma-wɑrd=mɑn

wɑrd-u= mɑn

be-wɑrd–ɑ=mɑn

ma-wɑrd=mɑn

wɑrd-u=mɑn

2 pl

ma-wɑrd=tɑn

wɑrd-u=tɑn

be-wɑrd–ɑ=tɑn

ma-wɑrd=tɑn

wɑrd-u=tɑn

3 pl

ma-wɑrd=ɑn

wɑrd-u=n

be-wɑrd–ɑ=n

ma-wɑrd=ɑn

wɑrd-u=n
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All these subjunctive forms (SUBJ1, SUBJ2, and SUBJ3) are synonymous in their content. What
we have in the content and fully realized cells of past subjunctive, habitual and perfect paradigm
of Laki is as follows:
Table 4. Past subjunctive, habitual and perfect paradigm of Laki warden ‘to eat’
<WARDEN, {1 sg pst hab ind}:

mawardem,{1 sg pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {2 sg pst hab ind}:

mawardet, {2 sg pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {3 sg pst hab ind}:

mawardi, {3 sg pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {1 pl pst hab ind}:

mawardman,{1 pl pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {2 pl pst hab ind}:

mawardtan, {2 pl pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {3 pl pst hab ind}:

mawardan, {3 pl pst hab ind}>

<WARDEN, {1 sg pst perf ind}:

wardum, {1 sg pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {2 sg pst perf ind}:

wardut, {2 sg pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {3 sg pst perf ind}:

wardu, {3 sg pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {1 pl pst perf ind}:

warduman, {1 pl pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {2 pl pst perf ind}:

wardutan, {2 pl pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {3 pl pst perf ind}:

wardun, {3 pl pst perf ind}>

<WARDEN, {1 sg pst subj}:

bewardam

mawardem

wardum, {1 sg pst subj} >

<WARDEN, {2 sg pst subj}:

bewardat,

mawardet

wardut, {2 sg pst subj}>

<WARDEN, {3 sg pst subj}:

bewarday

mawardi

wardu, {3 sg pst subj}>

<WARDEN, {1 pl pst subj}:

bewardman

mawardeman

warduma, {1 pl pst subj}>

<WARDEN, {2 pl pst subj}:

bewardtan

mawardtan

wardutan, {2 pl pst subj}>

<WARDEN, {3 pl pst subj}:

bewardan

mawardan

wardun, {3 pl pst subj} >

The data suggests that past subjunctive, past habitual, and past perfect should be regarded as
morphomic properties that are all restricted to the form paradigm. As I mentioned earlier, Aronoff
(1994: 25) defines morphomic level as a purely morphological level which is independent from
other components of the grammar (semantics and syntax). The lack of one-to-one correspondence
of morphosyntactic properties (content) and phonological realization (form) is because of the
morphomic level that influences the mapping of content and form. In Paradigm Function
Morphology (Stump: 2001), paradigm functions that map the morphosyntactic contents on to their
phonological forms are situated in the morphomic level (Maiden et al., 2011). The application of
the paradigm function on the content cells of {pst subj}, {pst hab}, and {pst perf} maps all these
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cells on to the same phonological form (form cell). To quote Cruschina et al (2013), morphomic
structure is simply ‘orthogonal’ to other components of the grammar, existing, so to speak, in ‘a
world of its own’.
Stump (2016: 120-146) distinguishes the source of morphomic properties. He argues morphomic
properties are conditioned either lexically or morphosyntactically. If they are lexically conditioned,
the morphomic property µ in a form cell <X, {µ,…}> is sensitive to the identity of X. If they are
morphosyntactically conditioned, the morphomic property µ in the property set σ of a form cell
<X, σ> is sensitive to other properties in σ. It looks that morphomic properties {pst subj}, {pst
hab} and {pst perf} in Laki are purely morphological features (in the terminology of Corbett and
Baerman 2006) that are not sensitive to the lexical specification of lexemes; because all lexemes
in this language display a unified conjugation form in conjugation of past habitual, past subjunctive
and past perfect forms. On the other hand, one other morphosyntactic property is at play to create
these morphomic properties. This morphological marking happens only in the past paradigm.
< ma-, [{pst hab1} ∧ {pst subj}] >
< -u, [{pst perf}∧ {pst subj}] >
As a consequence of this observation, ma- and –u should be regarded as morphomes. However,
with the description provided earlier about the property mapping (pm) function, one could simply
treat ma- as an exponent of the habitual and -u as an exponent of the perfect. Then, there is another
possible interpretation by which we can justify the variance in past subjunctive forms, and that is
to say, in Laki verbal paradigm the property mapping (pm) optionally maps {pst subj} onto either
{pst perf ind} or {pst hab}. In other words, the default case would be the mapping of {pst subj}
on to {pst subj} which is overridden in cases where the pm maps {pst subj} onto {pst perf ind} or
{hab ind}.
5.1.2.3 IMPERATIVE MOOD
When the content cells are {2 sg prs} or {2 pl prs}, the imperative mood is realized by be- prefix.
Based on the property co-occurrence restriction of Laki, which holds true for most of the Iranian

1

{pst hab} can be substituted with {pst ind}.
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languages as far as my knowledge helps, the co-occurrence of the imperative property is
incompatible with person properties except {2}.
5.1.3 ASPECT
There are two major aspects in Laki: perfective and imperfective.
5.1. 3.1 IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT
Habitual and progressive aspects are two instances of imperfective aspect in Laki.
Habitual aspect is marked by the prefix ma- (through past and present paradigms) if stem begins
with a consonant (1), but if the stem begins with a vowel the vowel of this prefix gets deleted (2),
(3) and (4).
1. ma-ger-em
IND-get-1SG.SUB
‘I get.’
2. m-uʃ-em.
IND-say-1SG.SUB
‘I say.’

3.

m-own-em
IND-see-1SG.SUB
‘I see.’

4. m-ɑr-em
IND-bring-1SG.SUB
‘I bring.
It happens because other data reveals this language avoids hiatus. In order not to let hiatus happens,
Laki uses two strategies: deletion of one of the vowels (5) and (6), or glide insertion (7):
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5. gɑ+em= gɑm
cow+my=my cow
6. gɑ+aka= gɑka
cow+DEF= the cow
7. gɑ+i= gɑyi
cow+INDEF=one (indefinite) cow
When the affix form is expressed just by one vowel, it cannot get deleted when it is preceded or
followed by a stem which ends or begins with a vowel; because if it gets deleted, it will lose all its
form. So it remains, and a glide is inserted. Kurisu (2001) proposed a constraint that accounts for
this phenomenon, he called this constraint Realize-MORPH. It is defined as below:
1. Realize-MORPH
Every morpheme has to be expressed in the phonological structure.
There are some inflectional forms in this language that have a content that is morphologically
underdetermined. So to some readers it may seem that this constraint is a violable constraint. For
instance, there is no indicative marker. On the other hand, it is totally possible to think this
constraint works for cases where with a morphological reduction, the morphological form
disappears totally. So this constraint strongly bans this kind of reduction. I don’t think that the
existence of the underdetermined indicative mood marker is because of the violation of this
constraint. So we may not call it a violable constraint at all.
Furthermore, this deletion aligns very well with a phonological constraint in this language, and
that is when a stem and an affix become adjacent, and one begins with a vowel and the other ends
with a vowel, and these vowels are adjacent, the vowel of the affix gets deleted not the stem. It is
what that happens in the habitual prefix. When ma- as a prefix attaches to a stem that begins with
a vowel, the vowel of the prefix gets deleted. I call this constraint which is sensitive to the
adjacency of vowels in the morpheme boundary, MAX-STEM-V. It is defined as:
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2. MAX-STEM-V
In the case of hiatus in the morpheme boundary the vowel of the stem must not get deleted.
Other data with other affixes proves this. For example, the vowel in be- as either a subjunctive
prefix or an imperative prefix (8), when it is adjacent to the vowel by which the stem begins, it
gets deleted (9) and (10).
8. be-tʃ-em
SUBJ-go-1SG.SUB
‘I go (subjunctive).’

9. b-own-em
SUBJ-see-1SG.SUB
‘I see (subjunctive).’

10. b-ar-em
SUBJ-bring-1SG.SUB
‘I bring (subjunctive).’
On the other hand, there is this possibility to present a reverse analysis by saying that the
underlying form for the habitual prefix is m-, and the vowel /a/ is inserted in cases that a consonant
cluster is made when the stem begins with a consonant. I favor the first analysis, because of two
reasons:
First, the process of deletion imposes less burden in the phonology of the language in comparison
with insertion. Second, if we suppose that the underlying form is m-, then we will face challenges
in identifying a specific vowel insertion to break the consonant cluster. There is no phonological
evidence by which we prove what the phonological reason is for choosing the vowel /a/, not other
vowels in such an unspecified phonological environment. Thus, the habitual marker is ma- whose
allomorph is m-, when hiatus happens. These two distinct forms resulted from the syntagmatic
relation are two forms that express the same content of {hab}.
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Progressive aspect is expressed by a periphrastic form, with the auxiliary verb daʃten in both past
and present. In the paradigm below (Table 5), you see how progressive forms are conjugated in
present and past. Past progressive verbs have another form which is syncretized with past habitual
verb forms (it is illustrated in Table 6). Non-syncretized past progressive forms cannot be negated.
There are two possible explanations to account for this. The first is to look at this phenomenon
from the perspective of realization rules. It can be explained by saying that the only way to get the
realized form of the progressive aspect is a rule that realizes the property set of {pos1 prog}. Then
if there is a property set which is {neg prog}, once that rule applies, the result will be a negative
habitual form. On the other hand, other data (Table 6) reveals that past positive progressive verbs
can also be syncretized with past habitual forms, regardless of having the property of {neg/pos}.
In other words, the content of {pos/neg pst prog} is realized by two distinct forms. So, the
distinction between the rule of {pos prog} and {neg pst prog} seems not to be supportive enough;
because even if the progressive verb is positive, it is still syncretized with the habitual form. Thus,
the reason of having a syncretized form in negative past progressive verbs is not because of the
application of two distinct rules for progressive aspect. Then the second interpretation is to say
that the content paradigm of Laki does not license the property set of {neg prog}. In other words,
the co-occurrence of the progressive property with the negative property violates the property cooccurrence restriction, which suggests:
3. Laki property co-occurrence restriction:
There is no well-formed property set 𝜎 such that {neg prog} ⊆ 𝜎.
It suggests that pm maps σ:{past prog} onto τ:{past hab}, optionally if {pos} ∈ σ and
obligatorily if {neg} ∈ σ.

1

positive
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TABLE 5. The conjugation of present and past progressive
Progressive
Past

Present

1 sg

daʃtem matʃiyam

derem matʃem

2 sg

daʃtet matʃiyayn

derin matʃin

3 sg

daʃt matʃiya

deri matʃu

1 pl

daʃtiman matʃiyaymen

derimen matʃimen

2 pl

daʃttan matʃiyaynan

derinan matʃinan

3 pl

daʃtan matʃiyan

deren matʃen

TABLE 6. The conjugation of past progressive and past habitual
Past
Progressive
1 sg

pos

Habitual

daʃtem matʃiyam

matʃiyam

matʃiyam
2 sg

neg

nematʃiyam

nematʃiyam

pos

daʃtet matʃiyayn

matʃiyayn

matʃiyayn
3 sg

neg

nematʃiyayn

nematʃiyayn

pos

daʃt matʃiya

matʃiya

matʃiya
1 pl

2 pl

neg

nematʃiya

nematʃiya

pos

matʃiyaymen

neg

daʃtiman matʃiyaymen
matʃiyaymen
nematʃiyaymen

pos

daʃttan matʃiyaynan

matʃiyaynan

nematʃiyaymen

matʃiyaynan
3 pl

neg

nematʃiyaynan

nematʃiyaynan

pos

daʃtan matʃiyan

matʃiyan

matʃiyan
neg

nematʃiyan

nematʃiyan
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5.1.3.2 PERFECTIVE ASPECT
Past perfect and present perfect are two instances of perfective aspect. There are two main
differences between past and present perfect markers. First, their forms are totally different. The
present perfect marker is –a, and the past perfect marker is –u (as I mentioned earlier). Second,
subject person and number markers precede the present perfect markers, but follow the past perfect
marker. The third noteworthy point in perfect paradigms is, in the present perfect paradigm, the
realization of {3 sg perf prs} overrides the default realization of {perf prs} content. It justifies why
{3 sg trs perf prs} is realized by -asi and {3 sg intrs perf prs} is realized by -iya not –a1. They are
all illustrated in Table 8.
TABLE 7. The conjugation of transitive/intransitive present perfect and past perfect
Transitive Present Perfect

Intransitive Present Perfect

Past Perfect

1 sg

ward=em-a

hat-em-a

wɑrd-u=m

2 sg

ward=et-a

hat-in-a

wɑrd-u=t

3 sg

ward-i-yasi

hat-iy-a

wɑrd-u

1 pl

ward=eman-a

hat-imen-a

wɑrd-u= mɑn

2 pl

ward=etan-a

hat-inan-a

wɑrd-u= tɑn

3 pl

ward=an-a

hat-en-a

wɑrd-u=n

5.1.4 VOICE
The inflectional category voice, has two values in Laki: active and passive. Passive voice is marked
by the suffix –ya. The regulation that determines whether a transitive verb can be passivized or not

1

One could say that both the transitive present perfect and the intransitive present perfect have -iy- a, but that the
transitive form has an additional –si. It may seem a right observation at first glance, but if you recall, all the transitive
verbs with preterite stem have –i suffix as their subject agreement marker. So I believe the /i/ in the cell of {3rd sg
transitive present perfect} is separate from the perfect marker, and in forms such as ward-i-yasi, /y/ is interested
because of the hiatus.
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is purely bound to the lexical identity of that lexeme. For instance, the verb ʃekiyayn ‘to break’ can
be passivized, while the verb diyen ‘to see’ cannot.
TABLE 8. Passivization in Laki
diyen ‘to see’

ʃekiyayn ‘to break’

1 sg

ʃekiyam

2 sg

ʃekiyayn

3 sg

ʃekiya

1 pl

ʃekiyaymen

2 pl

ʃekiyaynan

3 pl

ʃekiyan

5.1.5 POLARIY
Negation in Laki is expressed by two mutually exclusive rules. These rules of prefixation are
sensitive to other morphosyntactic properties. These features are {subj}, {imper}, {perf}, {simple
pst} and {hab}. If the verb has the properties of {subj}, {imperative}, {perf} and {simple pst}, the
negative prefix is realized by the form na-. If the verb has the property of {hab}, the negative prefix
is realized by the form ne-. So, it seems that the default negative marker in Laki is na-; because in
two of the moods (imperative and subjunctive) and in two instances of indicative mood
(past/present perfect and simple past), it is realized by na-, and the only cell in which ne- shows
up and overrides the default na- is in the cell of {hab}. It is worth mentioning that the negative and
subjunctive prefixes are mutually exclusive; that is, when the subjunctive verb is negated, the
subjunctive prefix is absent. This is illustrated in the paradigm below.
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TABLE 9. Negative Verb Forms1
{neg subj}

{neg imper}

warden ‘to eat’

ʃekiyayn ‘to
break’

1 sg

prs na-ʃken-em2

{perfective}

warden ‘to eat’
{pst simple}

{neg perf}

warden ‘to eat’

warden ‘to eat’

na-wɑrd=em

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mar-em

pst

na-wɑrd-u=m

ne-maward=em

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mar-in

pst

na-wɑrd-u=t

ne-maward=et

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mari

pst

na-wɑrd-u

ne-maward=i

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mar-imen

pst

na-wɑrd-u=man ne-maward=man

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mar-inan

pst

na-wɑrd-u=tan

ne-maward=tan

prs

na-wɑrd=em-a

ne-mar-en

pst

na-wɑrd-u=n

ne-maward=an

pst na-wɑrd–ɑ=m
2 sg

prs na-ʃken-in

na-ʃken

na-wɑrd=et

pst na-wɑrd–ɑ=t
3 sg

prs na-ʃken-i

na-wɑrd=i

pst na-wɑrd–ɑ-y
1 pl

prs na-ʃken-imen

na-wɑrd=man

pst na-wɑrd–ɑ=man
2 pl

prs na-ʃken-inɑn

na-ʃken

na-wɑrd=tan

pst na-wɑrd–ɑ=tan
3 pl

prs na-ʃken-en
pst

{neg hab}

na-wɑrd=an

na-wɑrd–ɑ=n

Stump (to appear) mentions ten criteria to present an idealized canonical morphotactics. The
existence of properties {subj}, {imper}, {perf}, {simple pst} and {hab} and their role in
determining the realization of {neg} is an instance of a canonical morphotactics. The eighth
1

In Table 9, for past subjunctive forms just the non-syncretized forms (SUBJ 1) are listed.
Because of the deletion of the vowel of the negative marker that happens in the adjacency of negative marker nɑand the first vowel with which the non-preterite stem of warden ‘to eat’ begins (ar), just for more clarity, I chose
ʃekiyayn ‘to break’ in the conjugation of negative present subjunctive verbs, in which the negative marker is obviously
na-.
2
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criterion is: “the application of a rule of inflectional affixation may be conditioned by the
grammatical properties that it realizes and by the properties of the stem to which it applies, but is
not directly sensitive to the application of any other rule of inflectional affixation”. In the case of
negative prefixation in Laki (illustrated in Table 9), we observe that the realized form of the
negative prefix depends on the properties {subj}, {imper}, {perf}, {simple pst} and {hab} to have
the form of either na- or ne-.
5.1.6 AGREEMENT
Based on the compositional approach of inflectional morphology, the meaning of a word form is
determined by the meaning of the parts that constitute that word form, which indicates a canonical
morphological marking. In this approach, a word's semantics is incremental. Another assumption
behind this theory is that, the same morphosyntactic property set is realized by the same
inflectional exponents, and distinct morphosyntactic property sets are realized by distinct
inflectional exponents. However, it is not how languages are in their morphological markings;
there are recurrent deviations from a canonical morphology in the inflectional paradigms of
languages. In this section, I consider polyfunctionality as one sort of deviation from a canonical
inflectional marking, in which one form expresses distinct morphosyntactic property sets.
Ackerman and Bonami (to appear: 1) define polyfunctional markers as “the same class of
grammatical markers that can assume related but different functions in different grammatical
contexts.” The concept of “related functions” plays a crucial role in determining where
polyfunctionality is taking place. If the same morphology expresses distinct but not related content,
it should be regarded as a simple case of homophony. Cases in which distinct but related content
is systematically expressed by the same morphology in different syntactic categories are instances
of transcategorial polyfunctionality (Stump: 2016).
Markers listed in Table 10 (the conjugation of warden ‘to eat’) mark subject agreement in transitive
preterite verbs (11 and 12) as was discussed in detail earlier in section 4.2 of the last chapter. These
markers also serve as the direct object pronominal expressions in the non-preterite transitive
clauses, in case the object is not an overt full NP (13). They are also the expression of the indirect
object pronoun in the non-preterite transitive clause (14). They are also the markers of the indirect
object pronoun in the preterite transitive clauses, when the subject agreement marker in the same
clause attaches to the verb (15). Suffixes listed in Table 11 (the conjugation of warden ‘to eat’),
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mark subject agreement in non-preterite verbs (16). Markers listed in Table 12 (the conjugation of
haten ‘to come’) mark subject agreement of intransitive preterite verbs (17), and they also serve
as object pronominal elements (direct and indirect) of transitive preterite verbs (18 and 19). What
is easily perceived from these morphological markings is that, the mentioned markers are
expressing distinct but related contents.
As I discussed earlier, there should be a relation between distinct properties that are realized by
the polyfunctional markers, such that makes them fit in one natural class. In the Laki system of
verbal agreement, markers expressing the person and number of subjects in one set of contexts
serve to express the properties of pronominal objects in a complementary set of contexts. I name
this shared content 𝜏 {PER NUM}.
TABLE 10. Subject agreement markers in pretrite

TABLE 11. Subject agreement markers in

transitive verb warden 'to eat'

non-preterite verb warden 'to eat'

Markers
ward=em
ward=et
ward=i
ward=mɑn
ward=tɑn
ward=ɑn

{PER NUM}
{1 sg}
{2 sg}
{3 sg}
{1 pl}
{2 pl}
{3 pl}

Markers
mar-em
mar-in
mar-i
mar-imen
mar-inɑn
mar-en

TABLE 12. Subject agreement markers in
preterite intransitive verb haten 'to come’

Markers
hat-em
hat-in
hat
hat-imen
hat-inɑn
hat-en

{PER NUM}
{1 sg}
{2 sg}
{3 sg}
{1 pl}
{2 pl}
{3 pl}
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{PER NUM}
{1 sg}
{2 sg}
{3 sg}
{1 pl}
{2 pl}
{3 pl}

11. men=et
I=SUB.2SG

di.
see.PST

‘You saw me.’
12. a ben det=a=t
to

vet.

girl=DEF=SUB.2SG

say.PST

‘You said to the girl.’
13. mown-em=et
see.PRS-SUB.1SG=OBJ.2SG
‘I see you.’
14. muʃ-em

a ben=et

tell.PRS-SUB.1SG

to=OBJ.2SG

‘I tell you.’
15. vet-m

a ben-nɑn.

tell.PST-SUB.1SG

to

OBJ.3SG

‘I told them.’
16. me Ali=ya
I Ali=DEF.OBJ

mown-em.
see.PRS-SUB.1SG

‘I see Ali’.
17. hat-inɑn.
come.PST-SUB.2PL
‘You (Pl) came.’
18.di-m=et
see.PST-OBJ.1SG=SUB.2SG
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‘You saw me.’
19. a ben=em vet=in
to=SUB.1SG tell.PST=OBJ.2SG
‘I told you.’
As it is illustrated in 11, when markers in Table 10 mark subject agreement of the transitive
preterite verb, if there is a direct object in the same clause, they highly tend to select it as the host
to which they attach (20).
20. ewen koral=ɑn

di.

They boys-SUB.3SG

see.PST

‘They saw the boys.’
They may also attach to other syntactic constituents in the clause as it is illustrated by Dabirmoghaddam (2013). Their host may be the indirect object (21), when it starts the sentence (22),
and nonverbal part of a compound verb (23)1:
21. imæ æ-owen=mon nomæ da
we to-3PL=1PL letter give.PST
‘We gave the letter to them’.
22. da=mon

æ owen nomæ

give. PAST=1PL to 3PL letter
‘We gave the letter to them’.
23. məs̆ uræt=mon2 kerd-en-a
advise=1PL

do.PST-3PL-PERF

‘We have advised them’

1

Abbreviations, and IPA transcriptions of the data cited here, all conform to what Dabir-moghaddam (2013) used in
his book.
2
Accent variation: mon~mɑn
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It reveals that these markers have a low degree of selectivity with respect to their host. This feature
is considered as one of the six features to distinguish clitics from affixes suggested by Zwicky and
Pullum (1983). This test alongside two other tests are discussed in Moradi’s (2015) research as I
mentioned earlier. Based on the distributional evidence, she concludes that according to the three
criteria out of six, all these markers except the marker of {3 sg} should be considered as clitics. I
follow the literature in this regard, and follow her in considering them all as clitics, except the one
which marks {3 sg}.
The same set of markers presented in Table (10) mark possessor agreement (in 24 and 25) on noun
phrases.
TABLE 13. Possessor marking on ketew ‘book’
ketew ‘POSS book’
1 sg

ketew=em

1 pl

ketew=mɑn

2 sg

ketew=et

2 pl

ketew=tɑn

3 sg

ketew=i

3 pl

ketew=ɑn

They should be regarded as edge clitics; because they tend to attach to the last component in the
noun phrase, in the case of having modifiers (26-27), and coordination (28).
24. ketew=aka=m
book=DEF=POSS.1SG
‘my book’
25. ketew qow=aka=m
book thick/big=DEF=POSS.1SG
‘my thick book’
26. ketew qow siyɑ=ka=m
book thick/big black=DEF=POSS.1SG
‘my thick black book’
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27. ketew qow siya=ka=m

kat

a nem owerɑ

book thick black-DEF.POSS.1SG fall.PST

into

water

‘My thick black book fell into water’.
28. ketew daftar=aka=m
book notebook=DEF=POSS.1SG
‘my book and notebook’
However, it seems that they do not display an edge-like behavior all the time. For instance, in the
case of relativizing the possessed noun, the possessor agreement marker tends to attach to the noun
not to the relative clause (29, 30 and 31).
29. ketewak=am

ke

book=POSS.1SG that

[pɑraka

nusɑ=m]

dɑ=m

last year write.PST=SUB.1SG

be yaki a

give.PST=SUB.1SG to one of

rafiq-al=em1.
friend-PL=POSS.1SG
‘I gave my book that I wrote last year to one of my friends.’
30. ketewak=at

ke [doaʃow xwan=em]

fera xwaʃ-m a ʒen hat.

book=POSS.2SG that last night read.PST=SUB.1SG very like-I

from it come.PST

‘I liked your book that I read last night.’
31. * ketew ke [doaʃow xwan=em]=aka=t fera xwaʃ ma ʒen hat.
The data reveal that the edge-like distribution of the possessor agreement clitics is locally
conditioned. In contrast the possessor ’s clitic in English for instance seems to be an edge clitic in
all contexts including the case of a relativized noun phrase, as cited in Zwicky (1987:141)
“Everyone who hurried’s ideas”

1

rafiqakɑnem is another form for ‘my friend’.
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When these markers are the object pronouns in the present transitive clause as shown in (13), they
do not display a clitic-like distributional behavior. In this syntactic context in particular, the covert
object is expressed by a bound pronominal element attached to the verb of the clause. In this case,
we observe that polyfunctional markers are different not only in the morphosyntactic property sets
they realize, but also in the type of exponent; one is a pronominal bound element (suffix), and the
two other (Subject agreement marker of preterite transitive verb, and possessor marker) behave
like clitics.
5.2 ADJACENCY OF SUBJECT AGREEMENT MARKERS OF TRANSITIVE
PRETERITE VERBS AND POSSESSOR AGREEMENT MARKERS
As I said earlier, subject agreement of the preterite transitive verb, and the possessor agreement as
two distinct content sets are expressed by the same morphological form by default, and in a
context-free usage. By context-free, I mean when they are just occupying the cells in the
conjugation of transitive preterite verbs and possessor paradigms, as was illustrated in Tables 10
and 13.
Furthermore, in the sentential level by default they are supposed to attach to the noun phrase. In
(32-36) you observe that their co-occurrence does not change anything, and they both have the
forms displayed in Tables 10 and 14. In (32), the possessed noun is the subject of the intransitive
preterite verb. In (33), the possessed noun is the subject of a non-preterite verb. In (34), the
possessed noun is the subject of a transitive preterite verb. In (35), the possessed noun is the object
of a non-preterite verb. In (36), the possessed noun is the indirect object of a transitive preterite
verb. In (37) the possessed noun is the object of a complex predicate.
32. det-al=a=tɑn

hat-en.

girl-PL=DEF=POSS.2pl come.PST-3PL
‘Your daughters came’.
33. det-al=a=tɑn
girl-PL=DEF=POSS.2pl

m-ɑ-n.
HAB/IND-come.PRS-3PL

‘Your daughters come’.
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34. det=aka=m

kerɑs

san-i1

daughter=DEF=POSS.1SG shirt

buy.PST-SUB.3SG

‘My daughter bought a shirt.’
35. ketewel=aka=tan

ma-xʷan-em

book=DEF=POSS.1PL

IND-read.PRS-SUB.1SG

‘I read your books.’
36. a

det-al=a=t

nɑn=em

to girl/daughter-PL=DEF=POSS.2SG

dɑ.

food=SUB.1SG

give.PST

qesa=m

kerd

talk=SUB.1SG

do.PST

‘I gave food to your daughters’.
37. Doaka

va skype a gard bowa=m

yesterday on skype

to

father=POSS.1SG

‘I talked to my dad on Skype yesterday’.
When the possessed noun functions as the object of a transitive preterite verb, an interesting pattern
emerges and the reason is both the possessor and subject agreement markers are supposed to attach
to the direct object as the default host in order to get the unmarked reading of the clause. On the
other hand, it is claimed that clitics in many Iranian languages are classified as
Wackernagel2clitics.This type of clitics are discussed in Zwicky: 1977, Anderson: 1993 among
others). Anderson (1993:2) explains that Wackernagel's central observation (1892) was that in
Greek, 'enclitic' elements appear as a group right after the initial word of the sentence. Taken
together with more limited data from a number of other older Indo-European languages.
Anderson clarifies that with other pieces of evidence from other languages, some scholars
interpreted the second position of this type of clitics differently, as either after the first word in
the clause, or after the first maximal projection. As far as Laki data reveals, the second position
for the subject agreement markers should be interpreted neither as a position after the first word
in the clause, nor as a position after the first maximal projection. In this language, the second
position should be interpreted as a position after the first word within the verb phrase.
1 This

example motivates Moradi’s argument for considering the subject marke r for {3 sg} as a verbal suffix rather
than a clitic in preterite transitive clauses.

2

Named after the findings of the great Swiss Indo-Europeanist Jacob Wackernagel.
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The reason for this claim is, Laki subject agreement clitics do not attach to the subject (38) (as
the first element in the clause, and as the first MP), they rather attach to the direct object if there
is a direct object in the clause (39), and if there is no direct object, they attach to the indirect
object (40). If the VP has neither of them, then the clitics attach to the verb (41). In all the
contexts that I mentioned, clitics are actually attached to the first word within the VP.

38. *me=em

det-a

di.

I=SUB.1SG girl-DEF

see.PST

‘I saw the girl.’
39. Me ketew-a=m
I

book-DEF=SUB.1SG

da

a ben det-al-a.

give.PST

to

girl-PL-DEF

‘I gave the book to the girls.’
40. a ben det-al-a=m
to

vet.

girl-PL-DEF= SUB.1SG

say.PST

‘I said to the girls.’
Going back to the discussion on the co-occurrence of the preterite transitive subject agreement and
possessor agreement clitics, with the consideration of the direct object as the first constituent in
the verb phrase, sentences (41) and (42) confirm it once more that how the unmarked reading of
the past transitive clauses is achieved by regarding direct object as the default host for the subject
agreement clitic of the transitive preterite verb.
41. ɪma nɑn=mɑn
we bread=SUB.1pL

wɑrd .
eat.PST

‘We ate bread/food’.
42. kerɑs=aka=m
shirt=DEF.SUB.1SG

ʃurd
wash.PST

‘I washed my shirt’.
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‘I washed the shirt’.
What is really happening in sentences like (43), (44), and (45) is, there are both the transitive
preterite subject and possessor agreement marker on the direct object (in case the direct object is
the possessum) in the same clause, and it seems that this language does not tolerate the sequence
of these markers both attached to the same syntactic constituent of the clause. Hence, the possessor
is raised, and its person and number properties are realized by the suffixes that mark subject
agreement of the preterite intransitive verb (illustrated in Table 12). This phenomenon is known
as possessor raising, and it has been very well discussed as a syntactic issue (Munro 1984, Keach
and Rochemont: 1999, Lødrup, et al: 2009, Deal 2013a, Deal 2013b) rather than a morphological
issue.
43. ketew=a=m

xʷan-in.

I book-DEF=SUB.1SG read.PST-POSS.2SG
‘I read your book’.
44. kerɑs-el=aka=tɑn

ʃurd-imen.

shirt-PL=DEF=SUB.2PL

wash.PST-POSS.1PL

‘You washed our shirts.’
45. keyk=aka=m
cake=DEF=SUB.1SG

ward.
eat.PST.POSS∅

‘I ate his/her cake.’
All these data reveal that the phenomenon of possessor raising is sensitive to the transitive preterite
verb in Laki. For this reason, and other reasons that I have already discussed such as the realization
of subjunctive mood and subject agreement marking in present perfect verbs, and the perfect aspect
in total, I claim that the morphotactics of Laki is highly bound and sensitive to preterite property.
It is worth stating that when the subject of the past transitive clause and the possessor of the object
in that clause have the same person and number properties, the clitic that is attached to the direct
object, carries the content of the possessor and subject agreement simultaneously (46). This
phenomenon is known as morphological haplology. De Lacy (1999: 52) explains it as one output
form, which is a simultaneous realization of two input strings. He explains this operation in
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morphology is resulted from the avoidance of identical adjacent strings. Yip (1998) following
McCarthy (1986), Yip (1988), Odden (1988), Myers (1993), and Pierrehumbert (1993) regards
this phenomenon as the result of the satisfaction of the outranking OCP constraint. The OCP
constraint was originally formulated by Leben (1973) to deal with tonal phenomena, and later was
extended to segments and then to morphemes. The main idea in Leben’s work was melodies must
not be identical, but rather alternating. McCarthy (1986) defined this constraint in phonology as
(Obligatory Contour Principle):
“Adjacent identical elements are forbidden”.
Yip (1998) believes that there should be a difference between identical elements in phonology and
morphology. Then she proposed four different OCP constraints which each deals with different
parts of the grammar. They were OCP (segment), OCP (feature), OCP (stem), OCP (morph). The
constraint that can account for the morphological reduction in Laki is OCP (morph). Interestingly,
Laki data does not align with what have been discussed in the literature in this regard. In Laki the
possessor and transitive preterite subject agreement markers are not adjacent. However, the
reduction takes place. So I believe this can be regarded as a non-local instance of morphological
haplology, which has not been discussed yet.
46. ketew=a=t
book=DEF=SUB.2SG-POSS.3SG

xʷan1.
read.PST

‘You read your book’.
In one other variety of Kurdish, central Kurdish (Sorani), the possessor and the subject agreement
markers stand side by side, as in (47) and (48), and the reduction of one of the markers in the case
of having the identical phonological form is quite predictable, as in (49) and (50).
47. me ketew-aka=tɑn=em

xʷand.

1

My intuition and my consultants suggests that this sentence has an ambiguous reading. The “book” can be interpreted
either as one specific book (without the content of possession), or a specific book that has a possessor (with the content
of possession). Because of having an ambiguous meaning, some of my consultants say they prefer to say the same
sentence as “ketew=a=t xʷan=et.” ‘You read your book.’ Another point which is worth mentioning in this regard is,
in the case of no reduction for the coreferential possessor and subject in the transitive preterite class, as some of my
consultants said, for possessor and subject marking the same marker is used, as it is illustrated in the example given
here.
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I

book-DEF=2PL.POSS=1SG.SUB

read.PST

‘I read your book’.
48. to
you

ketew-aka=y=et

xʷand.

book-DEF-3SG.POSS=2SG.SUB

read.PST

‘You read his book’.
49. men nan=aka=m
I
bread-DEF=1SG.POSS. SUB.1SG
‘I ate the (my) bread’.

xʷɑrd.
eat.PST

50. ɪma nɑn=aka=mɑn
we bread=DEF=1PL.POSS.SUB.1PL
‘We ate our bread’.

xʷɑrd .
eat. PST

Another point which I would like to add is, raising in Laki does not happen just in possessive
noun phrases. It also happens when the function of markers listed in Table 10 is to mark the
indirect object pronoun affixes in preterite transitive clauses (sentence 19). What is actually
happening is, the preposition (no matter whether there is a subject before it in the clause or not)
is the first word within the VP. So, as I mentioned earlier, it is the position of the subject
agreement clitics. On the other hand, the preposition to 'a ben' or 'a' is the default host for the
indirect object (in pronominal form or full NP form) as it is illustrated in sentences 12, 14,15, 36,
37, 39 and 40. The competetion between preterite transitive subject agreement clitic and the
object pronominal element to win the position after the first word within the VP, makes the
indirect object pronominal affix raise and attach to the verb. Thus, the subject marker is the
winner in this competition, and the second position in the VP is reserved for the subject
agreement marker. As the consequence of this, the marker of the indirect object changes into the
markers listed in Table 12. Compare 15 and 19.
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Chapter 6
6 MORPHOTACTICS OF LAKI
In this chapter, I am going to explain affix position of verbal inflectional markers in Laki. The
analysis is based on the realization of properties that I have already discussed.
6.1 WHY TWO SETS OF AFFIX POSITION?
In the previous chapter, I discussed the subjunctive mood and perfect aspect. These two features
are marked by two distinct sets of inflectional rules because of two reasons, first, their form is
quite different depending on having the property of present or past. Second, the order they have in
rule blocks with respect to other rule blocks for other verbal inflectional markers is different based
on being in the present paradigm or past paradigm. Furthermore, the clitics discussed in the
previous section (listed below in Table1) mark subject agreement in transitive preterite verbs,
whose distribution tells that they follow object pronominal elements1 (sentence 19 in the last
chapter and 1 below). In contrast, subject agreement in non-preterite verbs (transitive or
intransitive) is marked by suffixes that precede the object pronominal elements (that are the same
set of markers that mark subject agreement in transitive preterite verbs (2))
TABLE 1. Subject agreement markers in transitive preterite verbs
and object pronominal suffixes in transitive non-preterite verbs
1sg

2sg

3sg

em/m

et/t

i

1pl
imɑn/mɑn

2pl

3pl

itɑn/tɑn

ɑn

1. wɑrd-en=mɑn
eat.PST.OBJ=SUB.1PL
‘We ate them’

2. m-ar-imen=ɑn
1

In case where the object is not a full NP, the object pronominal suffix expresses it.
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eat.PRS.SUB.1PL.OBJ
‘We eat them.’
Furthermore, based on the evidence of possessor raising, and indirect object pronominal affix
raising that I discussed in previous chapter along with all these reasons, I propose that there should
be two distinct tables that can account for the morphotactics of verbal inflectional markers in
preterite and non-preterite verbs. Drawing the distinction between the morphotactics of Laki based
on the property of past and present is misleading. The evidence which shows the distinction should
not be on the basis of past or present property is the paradigm of present perfect and future perfect,
which display the same morphotactic pattern as all the verbs in past paradigm. Thus, I argue that
the present and past distinction in Laki morphotactics fails to be supportive, and instead of this, as
I explained earlier, the preterite and non-preterite distinction as the values of the tense category
helps us to account for the morphotactics of Laki. Then with the consideration of this, all the
perfect verbs will be placed in the same table of affix position; because based on the semantic
explanation I gave earlier, they are all a kind of preterite verb.
Moradi (2015: 15-17) classifies the morphotactics and rule blocks of present (transitive and
intransitive) and past intransitive verbs in one group and past transitive verbs in another group.
Her reasoning is based on the fact that subject agreement of the present verb and the past
intransitive verb is marked by suffixes in contrast with subject agreement marking in past transitive
verbs that is marked by clitics. This analysis doesn’t lead us to a satisfactory result. If we put
present verbs and past intransitive verbs in the same table for what they display in their
morphotactics, then how can we account for the distinction that exists in marking subjunctive and
perfect properties in past and present paradigms? Furthermore, the unified manner that these two
sets of verbs (present and past intransitive) have in terms of their subject agreement markers,
cannot put these two groups of verbs in one unified set of morphotactic patterning; because the
main difference between this set and transitive past verbs is the precedence of subject agreement
markers over the object pronominal element. But this is not applicable for past intransitive verbs,
since intransitive verbs do not need an object as their argument. Hence, considering the property
of transitivity to account for the differences that past and present verbs display in the morphotactics
of their inflectional marking is not supportive. Based on all these reasons, the morphotactics of
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Laki is claimed to be sensitive to the preterite property. Another piece of evidence that favors this
classification originates form the present perfect paradigm once more; because although present
perfect verbs as their name suggests, are regarded as present verbs, they should be considered as
preterite, and it determines how they inflect for subject agreement, and consequently it justifies
why the object pronominal affixal elements precede the subject agreement markers in contrast with
other present verbs in which object pronominal affixes follow the subject agreement markers (35):
3. wɑrd-en=mɑn-a

(present perfect)

eat.PST-OBJ.3PL=SUB.1PL-PRS.PERF
‘We have eaten them.’
4.

wɑrd-en=mɑn

(simple past)

eat.PST-OBJ.3PL=SUB.1PL
‘We ate them.’
5.

m-ar-imen=ɑn

(present habitual)

eat.PRS.SUB.1PL=OBJ.3PL
‘We eat them.
But there is still one other challenge, and that is how can we account for having two distinct perfect
affix positions for preterite verbs?
I think we can certainly say that since the past perfect slot precedes the present perfect slot, once
the past perfect rule applies, it blocks the application of present perfect rule. This is one of the
circumstances of noncanonicity of morphotactics in which the application of a rule block
determines the application of another rule block. In the case of the precedence of past perfect slot
over the present perfect, the application of past perfect blocks the application of present perfect.
The occurrence of these two markers in the same table can be justified by saying that present
perfect and past perfect are incompatible properties, that cannot co-occur in the same word form.
So the property co-occurrence restriction of Laki bans multiple application of perfect property.
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By this criterion, I classify Laki morphotactics as follows:
1. Morphotactics of non-preterite verbs
2. Morphotactics of preterite verbs
6.2 EXPONENCE RELATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO MORPHOTACTICS OF
LAKI
In inferential-realizational theories of morphology, unlike lexical theories and incremental
theories, the only association between inflectional markings and morphosyntactic properties is that
of exponence (Stump 2001:11, and to appear:1). Stump explains the concept of exponence in the
inferential-realizational approach as the relation between inflectional markings and the
morphosyntactic property sets. He explains that there are different kinds of exponence relations
based on variable affix ordering and morphotactic conditioning of languages: intrinsic, positional
and conflated. Intrinsic exponence realizes an invariable core content that remains intact regardless
of the position of the inflectional marker in rule blocks. On the other hand, the position of
inflectional markers in rule blocks displays the positional exponence, and this relation determines
the positional content they realize. Based on some evidence from Swahili verb morphology, he
argues that this language displays cases of all three of these exponence relations. He explains that
positional and conflated relations contribute to the phenomenon of polyfunctionality in
morphology. He suggests that rules of exponence in the inferential-realizational theory of
morphology should consist of two different parts in order to be able to account for the distinction
between intrinsic and positional exponence:
1. exponence declarations specify intrinsic content, 2. sequencing rules specify an exponent’s
linear ordering and its positional content under that ordering.
He also discusses the phenomenon of conflated exponent that is exhibited by Swahili relative
affixes, which appear on relative verb forms. He defines conflation as:

where g(σ, τ) is the smallest well-formed property set that is an extension of both σ and τ.
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I put aside conflation; because it seems that this type of inflectional marking in which one affix as
a combination of other affixes is considered as one single morphologically complex affix
(Micromorphology Hypothesis) is not applicable in Laki verbal morphology. Even if it is
applicable, nothing in the Laki data obviously necessitates its use. At least, my data set suggests
no satisfactory evidence of this sort of inflectional marking in verbal paradigms. Thus, in this
study, I just focus on intrinsic and positional exponence relations. Based on the morphotactics and
affix ordering that I discussed in the previous section, I argue that markers presented in Table 10
and 11 in the last chapter participate in the realization of two sorts of property sets: positional
properties and intrinsic properties.
Intrinsic exponence relation realizes an invariable core content (intrinsic property) that remains
intact regardless of the position of the inflectional marker in rule blocks. Polyfunctional markers
in Laki all realize the invariable content that is 𝜏 {𝛼 PER 𝛽 NUM}. 𝜏 subsumes the person and
number properties of the subject, object as well as the possessor. On the other hand, the affix
position of these markers in rule blocks determines the positional properties they realize. In this
regard, I identify three distinct groups of polyfunctional markers, whose positional properties
contribute to polyfunctioanlity in this language. Prior to introducing them in more detail, I would
like to clarify the logic behind my classification of these three groups of positional exponents.
1. The underdetermination of the {3rd sg} in marking subject person and number properties
of the intransitive preterite verb, object person and number properties of the transitive
preterite verb, and person and number properties of possessor in a clause that has a
transitive preterite verb, makes {3rd sg} a null element whose membership in the group of
polyfunctional markers does not contribute any significance. So, I decided to drag it out of
the list of polyfunctional markers.
2. On the other hand, the suffix –i in Table 10, which marks the person and number properties
of {3rd sg sub trans pret}, shows up in Table 11 to express the {3rd sg sub non-prete} as
well. Thus, I regard -i as a distinct group of polyfunctional marker by itself.
Below you will see the last classification of these polyfunctional markers. Henceforth, markers
presented in Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12, with the extraction of {3 sg} are referred to as group
A and group B.
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Group A. {subj trans pret} ∧ {obj trans non-pret}

Group B. {subj non- pret} ∧ {obj trans pret} ∧ {POSS} ∧{subj intrans pret}

em

em

et

in

mɑn

imen

tɑn

inan

ɑn

en

-i: {subj trans pret} ∧ {obj trans non-pret} ∧ {subj non- pret}

The distinction between intrinsic and positional exponence suggests that rules of exponence should
actually consist of two independent parts:
Exponence Declarations specify intrinsic exponence;
Sequencing Rules specify an exponent’s linear ordering and its positional exponence (Stump: to
appear)
By sequencing rules, we are able to account for polyfunctional markers and the positional content
they realize based on the slot they occupy in word forms.
Group B: 𝜏 [{non-3rd sg}]
When they are in affix position +2, they realize {sub non-pret}
When they are in affix position +3, they realize {obj pret}
When they are in affix position +4, they realize {sub intrans pret}
When they are in affix position +4, they realize {POSS trans pret}
Group A: 𝜏 [{non-3rd sg}]
When they are in affix position +3, they realize {obj non-pret}
When they are in affix position +4, they realize {sub trans pret}
The {3rd sg} –i
When it is in affix position +2, it realizes {sub non-pret}
When it is in affix position +3, it realizes {obj non-pret}
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When it is in affix position +4, it realizes {sub trans pret}
Although the {3rd sg} property set for the object of the transitive preterite verb and the subject of
intransitive preterite verb, and for the possessor in a clause with a transitive preterite verb has no
morphological realization, it should be accounted for in Identity Function Rules (IDF) in
sequencing rules which I will discuss later.
Table 2 displays affix position of verbal markers of non-preterite verbs, and Table 3 displays affix
position of verbal markers of preterite verbs.
TABLE 2. Verbal morphotactics of non-preterite verbs
mood/polarity
-1
Pos non-indic
Neg

be-

imperfect
aspect
(hab/ind)
-2
ma-

non-preterite
Stem
0

voice
+1
-ya

nane-

sub agr
+2
-em
-in
-i
-imen
-inɑn
-en

obj
+3
-em
-et
-i
-mɑn
-tɑn
-ɑn

TABLE 3. Verbal morphotactics of preterite verbs
mood/polarity
-1
Pos non-indic
Neg

be-

imperfect aspect
(habitual/ind)

preterite
stem

-2

0

voice
+1
-ya

ma-

nane-

past
perf/
subj
+2
-u
-ɑ

obj
+3
-em
-in
-imen
-inɑn
-en

sub agr/poss

prs
perf

+4

+5
-a
-asi
-iya

sub agr

sub
agr/poss
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=et
=i
=mɑn
=tɑn
=ɑn
=/-em
-in
-imen
-inɑn
-en

6.2.1 INTRINSIC EXPONENCE DECLARATION
a. Mood affixes
⟦b(e), {subj} Λ {pst}⟧

Extended Exponence

⟦ a, [{subj} Λ {pst}⟧
⟦ b(e), {imper}⟧
b. Negative affixes
⟦ na, [{neg}] ⟧
⟦ ne, [{neg} Λ {hab}] ⟧
c. Aspect Affixes
⟦ m(a), {hab}⟧
⟦ u, [{perf pst}] ⟧
⟦ a, [{perf prs}] ⟧
⟦ asi, [{perf prs} Λ {trans 3 sg}] ⟧
⟦ iya, [{perf prs} Λ {intrans 3 sg}] ⟧
d. Passive affix
⟦ ya, {pass} ⟧
e. Subject, object and possessor concords
⟦ em, {1 sg}] ⟧

⟦ man, {1 pl} ⟧

⟦ et, {2 sg} ⟧

⟦ tan, {2 pl} ⟧

Group A

⟦ an, {3 pl} ⟧
⟦ i, {3 sg} ⟧
⟦ em, {1 sg}] ⟧

⟦ imen, {1 pl} ⟧

⟦ in, {2 sg} ⟧

⟦ inan, {2 pl} ⟧

Group B

⟦ en, {3 pl} ⟧
The notion 'inflectional paradigm’ is defined by Stump and Finkel (2013) as follows:
“The paradigm of a lexeme L is a complete set of cells for L, where each cell is the pairing of L
with a complete and coherent morphosyntactic property set (MPS) for which L is inflectable.”
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Based on Zwicky (1985), Anderson (1992), Stump (2001, 2016) in paradigm-based theories of
morphology morphosyntactic properties (content) are associated with their exponents (forms) via
the application of rules of exponence; these rules are called realization rules defined as rules of
morphology that realize the morphosyntactic properties. A language realization rules are nested in
ordered blocks and each determines the slots in a realized word form.
6.2. 2 DEFAULT RULE FOR {3 sg}
It seems that in order to be able to account for the underdetermination of {3 sg sub intrans pret}
{3 sg obj trans pret}, and {POSS trans pret} in Laki rule blocks, we should introduce a default rule
of exponence in each block which is the least narrow rule in each rule block and hence it is
overridden by the narrower rules based on the Panini’s principle (explained in chapter 2). This
sense of default as Brown (2017) explains seems to be considered as a particular rule that may
apply in virtue of the way that the system works. Stump (2001) and Bonami and Stump (2017)
name this default rule as the Identity Function Default (IFD). The application of this rule causes
the stem X to remain unchanged in the default case where other rules do not apply. In other words,
the IFD applies block by block, according to whether each block does or does not have an
applicable rule. The Identity Function Default is now a sequencing rule. In every block, by default,
{} : X → X [IFD]
The only blocks in which this default rule can apply are blocks V and VI in which the {3 sg}
property of the object of the transitive preterite class and the subject of the intransitive preterite
class, and possessor is underdetermined.
6.2.3 SEQUENCING RULES OF LAKI
Block I.
Where ⟦be, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in a, 𝜏: X → beX
Where ⟦be, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in a, 𝜏: X → beX
Where ⟦na, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in b, 𝜏: X → naX
Where ⟦ne, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in b, 𝜏: X → neX
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block II.
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Where ⟦ma, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in c, 𝜏: X → maX
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block III.
Where ⟦ya, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in d, 𝜏: X → Xya
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block IV. Subject agreement of the non-preterite stem
Where ⟦B, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in e, the block +2 sequencing rule is Suff1(⟦B, {{sub
non-pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Where ⟦–i, {𝜏}⟧ is an exponence declaration in e, the block +2 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦-i, {{sub
non-pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Where [a, {𝜏}] is an exponence declaration in a, 𝜏: X → Xa
Where [u {𝜏}] is an exponence declaration in c, 𝜏: X → Xu
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block V.
Person and number properties of object of the non-preterite stem
Where ⟦A, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +3 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦A, {{obj
non-pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Person and number properties of object of the preterite stem
Where ⟦B, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +3 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦B, {{obj
pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Where ⟦–i, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +3 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦-i, {{obj
non-pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block VI. Subject agreement of the preterite stem
Where ⟦A, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +4 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦A, {{sub
trans pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).

1

Suffix
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Where ⟦B, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +4 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦B, {{sub
intrans pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
For every ⟦–i, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +4 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦-i,
{{sub trans pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
possessor agreement of the preterite transitive stem
Where ⟦B, {𝜏}⟧, is an exponence declaration in e, the block +4 sequencing rule is Suff (⟦B, {{poss
trans pret} ⊔ 𝜏} ⟧).
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
Block VII.
Where [a {𝜏}] is an exponence declaration in c, 𝜏: X → Xa
Where [asi {𝜏}] is an exponence declaration in c, 𝜏: X → Xasi
Where [iya {𝜏}] is an exponence declaration in c, 𝜏: X → Xiya
Otherwise {}: X → X [IFD]
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION
The main purpose of this study was to describe verbal inflection of Laki, as one of the varieties of
Southern Kurdish. To fulfil this objective, I first examined tense marking and stem alternation, and
then I examined all the verbal markers in this language. Regarding stem formation in this language,
I argued that there are two types of stem: preterite and non-preterite. The discussion on stem
alternation was developed based on the previous proposed analyses which explained the stem
alternation in Iranian languages (Kalbasi: 2005, Haig: 2008, Dabir-moghaddam: 2013, Tafakkori
and Omidi: 2014, Moradi: 2015). However, my analysis differs from theirs; I tried to present an
analysis of tense marking and the classification of stems in which the content-form association
was considered. Then I argued that although the classification of stems as being either preterite or
non-preterite presents a canonical content-form association for all the verbs in present and past
paradigms, and for perfect verbs in particular, which posed some problems for other stem
classifications in previous works, the content-form mapping in my analysis represent a morphomic
representation of the morphology of this language only in infinitives in which the stem form is
preterite, while the content is tenseless. To account for the stem forms in Laki verbal paradigms in
general, I did a bit of paradigm linkage theory, proposed and developed by Stump (2002) and
(2016). I explained that the default stem form is the preterite stem, since it has more frequency
throughout Laki verbal paradigms, and the form which overrides this default stem is the nonpreterite stem which is just used in the conjugation of verbs in the present and future paradigms
with the extraction of the perfect verbs. Building upon this idea, I proposed that the stem function
applies, and as the result of its application on the content cells with property sets [¬{non-pret}]1
the preterite stem appears as the default stem form in the paradigm. Thus, the stem formation rule
says:

1

to remind, it also consists of infinitives that are not non-preterite.
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Where L has the property of [¬{non-pret}], stem(<L, 𝜎: [¬{non-pret}]) = preterite stem by
default.
To reach the aim of a comprehensive description of Laki morphotactics, I examined verbal markers
and their affix position in word forms. The data of Laki displays a great deal of polyfunctionality
in its agreement marking, as the main portion of its inflectional morphology. The agreement
markers that were analyzed in this study were subject agreement, possessor agreement and object
pronominal affixes. I included possessor marker as one of the polyfunctional markers that
contributes to the verbal morphotactics of this language, in case of its distribution in the past
transitive clause. Its distribution in the past transitive clause makes this marker raise form the noun
phrase to the verb phrase, and hence it is counted as one of the verbal markers. The mentioned
markers are all listed below:
Subject, object and possessor concord

⟦ em, {1 sg}] ⟧

⟦ man, {1 pl} ⟧

⟦ et, {2 sg} ⟧

⟦ tan, {2 pl} ⟧

Group A

⟦ an, {3 pl} ⟧
⟦ i, {3 sg} ⟧
⟦ em, {1 sg}] ⟧

⟦ imen, {1 pl} ⟧

⟦ in, {2 sg} ⟧

⟦ inan, {2 pl} ⟧

Group B

⟦ en, {3 pl} ⟧
As the data suggested, the distribution of markers in group A to a large extent displays a clitic-like
behavior, and the distribution of markers in group B is more affixial. In Table 1, you see how
subject, object and possessor are marked by default, and how this default is overridden in preterite
transitive clauses.
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Table 1. Defaults and overrides in subject, object and possessor marking

The idea is that (a) and (b) would be defaults that are overridden by (c) in preterite transitive verbs,
in accordance with Pāṇini’s principle. Also, pm would reapply recursively until it cannot reapply.
Following Stump (to appear) I analyzed these polyfunctional markers with respect to the
morphotactics of this language. These markers were analyzed form the viewpoint of exponence
declarations, which specify their intrinsic content, and sequencing rules, which specify their linear
ordering and their positional content under that ordering. The evidence of these polyfunctional
markers and their alternating distributional behavior in occupying different affix positions, along
with the evidence of syntagmatic combination of other markers (such as subjunctive) prove that
the preterite property of the verbal stem plays a crucial role in the definition of the morphotactics
of Laki. Thus, I proposed two distinct verbal morphotactic patterns in Laki:
Verbal morphotactics of non-preterite verbs
Verbal morphotactics of preterite verbs
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